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LA CLE K
INTHE

SUPREME COURT
OF THF.

STATE OF IDAHO
State of Idaho.
PLAINTIFF/RESPONDENT
Vs.
I

Dawn Marcel Johnson
DEFENDANT/APPELLANT
Appealed from the District Court of the Filth
Judicial District for the State of Idaho.
in and for Cassia County
Honorable Michael R. Crabtrec, District Judge
Lavmmce Wasden
Attorney for Plaintiff/Respondent
Moth· Huskc\"
Attorney for Dcfcndan Appellant
FiJed this
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Jo You Drive: YES
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Miles:
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Law Enfr?
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Age cf My Children: 28,23
1y ~-r~)b: r~A. BOR !/f\I1~EY ~i!1CJL2SALE
Spo~ses j z:,b:
Pr1'.:::r Place cf ?_es i·den,~e: ~AUL ~DAEiO
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Defendant in Criminal Sulc: N'O
Claim far Personal In ~ry
inst You: NO
Claim for Personal InJury
You: NO
Co You Drive: YES Miles ~o co~rt:
24.0
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror before?
~1

CH/CG 0192 GINA LYNN MURDOCH
F'
Seat:
3
A9e cf :,ly Children: 22,21,18,16,14
~c,b: :P~BTEC:;-I' tvt::r:;\:~;s
ses Job: ~CCAI~S
Prier PL1ce of Residence: FRGVO '.JTAH
?a~ty ta Civil La~SULt:
YES
If yes, ~hen/where:
2
Cefendan: 1n Cr1m1nal Su1~: ~O
:1i:n fr_:r P~rS:'J::,3 l Iri Ur"*/
C 11
r Perso~3l
Co You Dr1~e: YES
~Y!y
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Are
s~rved aa a J~ror tefcre? NO
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Se :1t :
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:1ARRIED

3

3,4,8,:7

FCSTER t40~rHER tJ? 3 BO!'S AGES 3, 4, 8 '-J,.~'\!-.- fr-~JR~i:..t SEi:RETARY
f:1!(Irro I-AY JV.JD SELF Er-1PLOYE!)

Prior Place f Residence: POCATSLLO IDAHO
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
De
t i n Criminal Suit: NO
r Pe!."sonal InJury Against You: NO
r, 1
'
'- J..,31m
r Personal Injury by You: ~o
:Jo You :Jrive: YES
Miles to coL:.rt:
1.0
Are you Rela~ed or Friend in Law Enfr?
Have you served 39 a Juror before? NO

F
CH/000 249 BONNIE I'/ P BAIR
Seat:
6 Aqe of My
i ldren:
:'1y Job: TEACHER
es ab: CCMP~ROLLER
JOCDE ~OT~RS
Prier Place of Residence: ABILENE, TX
~-Tl""\
i..'\IV

in riminal Suit: NO
r Personal InJury
: n j '~l r:y

h.,_r
"-'1

rt:

a

L

J.

fr?
ror tefare? YES
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Rela::e-j

r\re
::3\·e

,;1

:rurur
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::e? N'O

OH/0
Seat.:

2

g

:.!ARRI ED

Age of My Children:
My J:::,b:

?AJ~RIER

Spouses job: SELF EMPLOYED

Prior Place of Residence: CHICO CA

Party to Civil Lawsuit:
~o
=efe~dant :n Cri~inal Suit; NO
111st Y,'JU:
Claim for Perscnal L
ury
YO'J : ~JO
CLa1m for Personal InJu
rt;
~o You Drive: YES
5
Are you Related or Fri
in Law Enfr? NO
Have you senred as a J:..iror
fore? YES
19/99 ELKO )IV :::'.EICO CA

SH/0000216 JEFFS LEACH
Seat:

J

M
40
A9e cf ;,;y Children: 12,19,20
~1y ,J<:ib: MECP.AL\lIC S<JrJ7E2RN rc ..4.HO SOS ID /JASTE
Spouses :,:)b: SECRE7ARY PHC. RECL~"0.ATI 0 N

?r:~r ?l3~e of Residence:
Party to Civil La~s~~t:
~

r

Pers-~r:Etl

:l31m for Personal InJ~ry
Do Y=~ Cri~e: YES ~L~SS r
Are
?ela:ed r Fr1end :n L.-'.:JW

0Ct;165
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s'2 c.red 39

:: ::j t_~r1r t,~{ "fcJu.:
:#11 ~es tcJ crJ1-.1rt:
2.0
2r~
1n Law Enfr?
3

Jurcr t~fcre? YES

J

L()S 1~'iGELES

48
48
48
DH/OJGG204 ROBE.RT FRANK HUTCHISGN
"- .l.
A,3e of My Children: 14
Seat:
i"ly Job: \0WNSR) RH CCNSTRUCTION
Spouses job: EVERGREEN NURSERY
Prior Place of Residence:
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
YES
If yes, when/·11here:
;_9/:J4 CASSIA
Defendant in Cr1m1ndl Suit: YES
CASSIA
19/86
C!ai~ for Personal Injury Against You: NO
Cla1~ for Personal Injury by Yo~: YES
Do You Crive: YES Miles to court:
10.0
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? YES
Have you served as a Juror ~efore?

JH/0000230 BETSY PICKETT
12 Age of My Children: 49,47,45,44,36
Seat:
~y Job: HOUSE WIFE

68

Prior Place cf Resijence:
Party to Civil La~suit:
Claim for ?erscnal r r: j '.,1L·:t t-:1 ~l<Jt.t:
Do You Dr1'le: YES >I 1 l es : () c ::; :~ r c. :
Are you Related 0r Friend in L~~ Enfr?

oou..t86

56
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52
Sea!::

. ,,, ---

Age of ~y Children: 27,24,21

:,ry

Jcb: SRS HEALTH AND WELFARE STATE OF' IDAHO
Spou.ses Job: FI ELD CONSULTAJ.'JT SUBWAY CORPORAT ICN

Prior Place of Resi
VERNAL UTAH
Party co Civil Lawsu t :
YES
If yes, when
re:
20/03 CASSIA, IDAHO
:efe~dant 1n Cr1
t: NO
Cla:~ fer Personal InJ
inst You: YES
(~-~aim f ~r Pers(;f!al Inj ,..1r)/ by 'lou.: NC)
Co Ycu Drive: YES Miles to court:
5
Are you Related or
in Law Enfr? YES
Have you served as ·:¼ Juror befor~? YES
19/99 CASSIA COlTNTY
1

1

DH/000

Seat:

33 KEVIN CALE HE:NER
~E My Children: 34 5

52

52

~"'.ARRI ED

15

p·:::- 1,.1se s J <::o :
?r1cr Place of Rs:

Pa

to Civil Laws~:t:
:

1n

r

rn1na1

la:m for Personal In
:aim for Personal In
Ca Ye~ Dr1~e: YES ~1
Relat~<i
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ir.st
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RET:?EC
~ ~~s-ie~_e:

Are ;cu Re at~d or

D

Sea'.:.:

O 23

17

~!ORLEEN ~,f,AY RSED
F
52
52
38,33
Age of My Chi
:-1y .Job: :vtCCA:Ns FOODS-STINKER STATrrnJ- SAFE EA?EN
Spo'~rse:3

j ()b:

Prior Place of Res
P3rty :a Civ l LaW9Uit:

)[0

Defer:dant

in (~rimirv3l St.1it: NO
Cl31~ for Personal Injt1ry
a inst You: ~JO
You: )[O
Claim for Personal
u
Do Y0u Drive: YES Miles to court:
l. 5
Are you Related or Fri
in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror be
? NO

Seat::

18

Age of ~y Children:
:Viy J,,:;b:
S;:::(J'-l8es

j -::b:

Prtcr Place of Resi
?1rty to Ctv1l Lawsuit:
~efendant in Criminal Suit:

~O
inst ~l()U:

Claim for Personal r r1j ·."1ry
. .,..,...
~1les to ,--..-""\,................
Are y')u Rel.dted
?r1end ln Law Enfr?
\,,_ ,_;

Ha V"= '{C'-1 se t-·.red
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Co Ycu Drive: YES ~--'!i les to C·OUr!::
Are ycJ Related or Fr:e~d :n Law Enfr? ~O
Have you served as 3 Juror before? ~O

CH/

:-,

J 7 9ARBAPA f~-JN BR_..Z\..XC.l\I... E

20

F

65

~l:y J,:;b:

':l I RL SCC)tJTS ,:F

~

I C:L.A. ND S~P IRE s·r~.;FF ?(JR F I(\JA~,JCES &. E?R,JG

Spouses job:
Prior Place of Residence: ST JOSEPH ~O
Party to C1v1l Lawsuit:
NO
Defendant 1n Criminal Suit: NO
Claim for Personal Injury Against You: NO
Clai~ for Personal Injury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Miles to court:
~
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? ~O
Have you served as a Juror before? YES

Se3.t:

21

3

A3e of My Children:

46
46
Age of My Children: 24, 18, 16,14
~-'!y Job: TRUCK ;JRI'/ER DL~ICl!01 :-EANSPORTATf'JN
SpiJ:..ises J c,b: (:~-iA ~IINI CASS IA (~.!\RE C:E.NTER.
Prior Place of Resijence:
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
NO

Cefenr:jant in i::'rirn1nal S 1-1it: ~.;()
:aim f~r Pers~nal InJury Against You: ~O
Claim for Personal Ir1 1:.ry CJ" ~{,::1..1:
~o You Drive: YES Mlle9 ttJ c:~!.Jrt:
Are ya~ ?elat
r Frlend in Law Enfr? YES
~·-J.'/e ~/i::t1 3er~. . . t::d :is 1 ";:_;.r r r~ef re? ;;~J

OCU:1.89

ST JOSEPH MO

\

.. ::::..:-:-~-~.::':

-.,y ~ - -

...

-

...

;arty to Cl¥ll ~a~su ~.
:efe~dant :n _r.rn:
c:a:~ f~r P~rsonal

:_aim Esr Persc~al An
Do You ~r1~e: YES
Are

Miles to court:

Ea~e you served

3

39

5
r? ~.t"SS

Juror

33
23

32

YJ\RRIED

A,3 e <J f ~ y Ch i l d re n : S , l O , l 1
:'1y J,,::b: SCI{OC~ TEAC:ttER

Spouges Job: ~ECHANIC

Prior Place of Residence: SALT L.l\KE CITY
Party to C1vil Lawsuit:
NO
Defendant 1n Cr1m1nal Su1t: ~O
Claim for Personal Injury
inst You: NO
Claim fer Fersanal Injury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Miles to court:
10.0
Are ycu Related or Fri
in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror be
re? NO

QJ.J

Seat:

F

1s,1 "-ANICE LDSN PILLING
24
Age of My Chiljren: 27-39
~-1y J--:;b:

62

Spouses job: KODIAK ~GRTH~EST
Pr-ic,r Pl:3J:e c::f Res1,Jen::e:

z-:~;LCl:Afi~l ALBERTA

Farty to Civil Lawsuit:
~O
Defendant. in Crimtn--:11 St1it: :--ro
ury Aga1r.st

Y<JU:

13.

OCvlSO

, 1
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~·~.RRIED
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Have you served as a Juror before? YES

8H/ ;)

Seat:

,: J l O 8 t\UST IN T~~~CE~{ r1c·,

2~

M

Age of My Children: 2,

27

27

~1y Job: FV\.FT RIVER ELECTRIC COMPANY
Spouses j c,b: ~IETWORK INTERPRETING SEVI :::E/ ACMI:~J.

Prior Place of Residence:
Party co Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Defendant in Criminal Suit: NO
c:a:m for Person31 Injury Against You: NO
Cla:m for Personal Injury by You: ~O
32.0
~o You Drive: YES Miles to co1Jrt:
Are yJu Related ~r Friend in Law Enfr? YES
Have you served as a Juror before? ~o

F
67
DH/0000106 NOLA BURTON CAYLEY
27
Age of My Children: 44, 42, 41, 39, 35, 32, 30
~y Jcb: CARE GIVEN TO EL=ERLY FOLKS-CASIER
Spou3es J~b: CARPENTER
Pr1or Place cf Residence: P~OENIX AZ
P,J.r:y tr.J (~:.·vi l L,:1r.v:::;u_:t:
~\ro
:e~endant 1n Crim:nal Sult: NO

3e'it:

So

~{r-_Jtl

InJury by Ysu: NO
~1ies to court:
4.5

Are
:fa ·;e

;tf~~RkR I ED

l0MTH

r tef-~re?

ASSISTA...'JT

YES

Ha7e you served as

S CA.;SIA

~.,,,~ARRI ED

F
38
0 0 2 5 0 JO:fNI R-.\E WHITAKER
2J
Age cf My Children: 8
Seat:
My Job: FLORIST-MARY LOU'S FLOWER CART
s j :;b: 8A...\'KER ~-JELLS F.J'.\.RGO BANK
Prior ?lace of Res 1dence: L'lNNWOOD WASH:~,::;Tr:::N
?arty to C1v1l Laws~it:
NO
Cefe~dant in Criminal Suit: NO
Claim for Persona 1 r 1.ir/ Against Ycu: NO
Claim for Personal InJury
You: NO

Do You Drive: YES

Mi es to court:

5.0

Are you Related or Friend in La~ Enfr? ~O
Have you served as a Juror before? NO

::H/0
Seat:

030 BEVERLY W WARD
\J
Aqe of My Chil
3 ,-,

67

F

66

43,41, 32

.J:::b: ~A..\JCH
, ~ s J ::.,b : ~-;~,r::H

r10r Place of ~es1denc
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
If yes, w~en/where:
:n Cr1.:n1na
Ce

"{ES
~'"

1ll

,. _.,,"

,-., ....,

L;i\..*ti"\t_;t.

t:

}10

laim for Personal I
laim fer Personal
C<) Yc,;,l !}ri~~. e: t~;:,
~4i:es t
Rel1t~d r
Are

2

__ _,_,,.__
.--

--

-·- -~- ... -

- ~--~--·

~11~"'"\-'<"F--',

...,_. ...,

-~"

·t:J;_;,:

Jo Y~u :rive: Y~S
..\re

~1les to court:
in La~ 2nfr? YES
as a Jurcr- tefore? :fO

47

F

~2

A3e of ~y Children: 25,23,18,7
My J~b: WELLS FARGO
Spouses job: SELF E~PLOYED
Prior Place of Resi
: BURLEY, IDAHJ
P3rcy to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Jefendant in Cr1m1nal Suit: NO
Claim for Personal I
ury Against You: NO
Claim for Personal Inj
by You: NO
Do You Drive: NO
Miles to court:
5
Are you Related or friend in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror be
re? YES

F

... Jl:35 :JCR.~.A ALICIA CiJRIEL

Seat:

33

33

33

33

Age cf My Chiljren: 2,4,9,10
~-ly .;',ob: HCME:'A.AKER

Spouses job: TR~CK CRIVSR
Fr18r Pl3ce ~f Resi
nee:
P~rty to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Defer1,jant in <::r:m:nal Stri~: ;;o
inst YGU: ~JO

(:l31m for ?ers()rittl I;-1 1 1
2() Y(::~.1 Dri . le:
~!ES :..-1:.les

"{<:J!J:
t(J

::,.;urt:

';;J

~2.
~

oc

t~J

1/11, f ' - ~ ! '

"'-·~ .-. r

B

Claim f~r ?ersc~al :r1jur·/ b:/ :{ci...t:
Jo You Jri'le: YES ~~ii les :~:: <:<J _1rt:

8.

1

1s a ~uror before

H3~/e

F

.Seat:

f

35
1/!'y

2

22

MARRIED

ildren; 8, 2 1/2
: TEACHER

Spo~ses job: FARM L.A30RER
Pr1or Place
Residence; :'<'!CALLEN 7EXAS
to C1vil Lawsuit:
NO
De
1n Criminal S~it: NO
aim for Personal Injury Against You: NO
Claim for Personal Injury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES ~iles :o court:
6.0
Are
Related or Friend in Law Enfr? NO
Have
served as a J'.lrcr be
? NO

CH/J!J00!.25 BARBARA JO ANDERSEN
S":'at::

F
53
il
28-31
: 7~!fu'JAGER CF sc,TJ7:I SIDE ELECTRIC
s j cb:

,:,f !'1y

36

Prior Place

f Residence: ALBICN I:JAHO

Party to C1v1l lawsuit:

:o You Sr1ve: YES
l

oc

53

DI1:/0RCED
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1

,____..-,.-

:: - :"(_ .i.

...__f-..,_J~
,.,~~'""'

.:'la1:-n :'.-J~ ?ers::-:i.al ::-1Jr..1r~/ ~;-3ai::st ~{-::.::.1: ~,:cJ
c_a:.~ for Ferson3l In ury ty Y~u: ~O
Jc You Jr:.~e: YES ~:.les :o court:
:..~

53
F
53
'.•:ARRI ED
CH/00';0226 KARLA P0JN RCBnJSCN
Age cf My Children: 30, 27,24,17
39
:.1y Job: BOOKKEEPING, BUDGETING, & FINA.i.\ICIAL CCNSULTANT- SELF
Spouses :ob: FARMER, CAIRY-SELF EMPLOYED
Prior Place of Residence:
Party to C1vil Lawsuit:
If ;es, when/where:
20/05 CASSIA
CIVIL
:efendant in CrL~:.nal Suit: NO
Cla1m for Personal Injury Against You: NO
Claim far Personal InJury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Miles to court:
18.0
Are you Related or ~riend in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror before? YES
20/07 ._;UiJGE CARLSON

Seat:

54

DH/0000225 JAMES C MCBRIDE

Seat:

39

Age of My Children: .31,27,23,21,19
;,iy J(Jb: SE'LF 2r~1PLC'YED :-tEAT·:~J{; (~\'J}ITRA(:Tc:R
Spot1ses j :Jb:
Pri\,~r Pl~3ce ()f R4esirience: FAI.aLCrJ ~J"E'l'./ADA

l.:11m fer Pe~sr;r:,11

Claun f )r E='er.so:1.11
0

2
I:,1:'-~ry ".0~<;,:--1:nst Yc .1:
1

rnJ'Jt.·y b'f ·r:0 -1: ;;o
1

Are :.,:ou Rel.~ t

OC01 S

6
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r Fr:~~j :n

Ar'= ·

2H/ 0 0
Seat::

Enfr?

M

45

01 J 6 RCBERT DEl'i....'J' i'-1-AHLER

41

Age of My Children:

:

~3~

43

10

My Job: WELDER SOUTHERN FIELD WELDING
Spo~-1s es j cb:
?r1or P~ace of Residence:
Party to Civil La~su1t:
Defendant 1n Criminal Suit: NO
Claim for Personal InJury Against You: NO
Claim f:Jr Pers::m.al Injury by You: iIO
Do You Drive: YES Miles to court:
5
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror before? NO

M

DH/ 0 CO.JO 93 MICHAEL OMAN. OTTLEY

Seat:

42

38

38

A9e c:;f My Children: 17,::.S,6,5

~y Job: TR~CK DRIVER
Party to Civil Lawsuit:

~IKE OTTLEY TRUCK!~]
NO

Defendant 1n Cr1~inal 3utt: ~O
iaim for ?erscnal
,.:laim for ?ersc.::1.al Inj;-1ry by "{t)tl: ~,;o
Do Yo~ Drive: YES
:\re ~/::i1J. Rel:.1t

~!a . .;e

·/·0t.1

ser·/e(l

ocvtss

MARR::ED
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::::'.L:TI
r Fersonal I~~ ry ty You: ~c
=o Y~u Drive: YES X:_es to court:
Are you Rel3t
or Fr1e~d 1~ LJ~ EnEr? :-i(J
H3ve you served 33 a ~uror before? YES

DH/00 Jl3l LI~DA CARLYN SWENSEN
F
43
""4
A:3e :::t :.Yy ::':11.l
: 2·J,22,23
;vry -.:ob; CNA, PARF(E'{JIEW Cli!;{E & REHAB

Seac:

Spo 1.1ses j·:)b:

MADlTNA."iCS/J'A.i."·JrTOR WAL"lART

?rior Place of Residence: :'--1ALAD IDAHO
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
YES
If yes,
,..,he:·e:
20/08 ICAHO
Defendant in Criminal Suit: NO
~laim for Perscnal r ury Againsc You:
Claim for Pe
I ury by You: NO
Do Yau Drive: YES Miles to ccurc:
Are you Related or Fr1
in Law Enfr?
Have you served as a Juror
fore? NO

0

eat:

()iJ25 ANDREA LYNN CHESNUT

jS

Age of My Children:

38

16,12, 9

'.•1y J'.Jb: PA.RAEDL'CATCR
Spo~..:ses j ·::::b:

Prior Place of Resicience: 7.:\. ~{LC RSV: LLE
Party to Civil Lawsu t:
YES
r~:
Cefendant 1n Criminal Suit: YSS
"{<)U:
c:-1<1i:n f,Jr Personal
Claim Esr ?ers~nal
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q•-,
Oc f)"
\. ..l• •• , '

FALLS ISAHO

NO

S
NO
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.3ea i:

:

47

A3e
f ~y Children: 3~,39
~y Job: SELF EMPLOYSD
Spc1..:ses Job:

SAME CAMPBELL'S

Pr1or Place of Resi

r :JAHO

: AMMON,

A~frATI,:tJ,

BC'2LEY AIRPCRT

ID

Party to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Cefendant in Cri nal Suit: NO
Claim for Personal Injury
inst Y~u: ~O
Claim for Personal I
ury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Mi es to court:
3.0
Are you Relat
or Fri
in Law Enfr? YES
H,;:n.re you sen.red ,:i.s a Juror before? YES
2:J/05 C.Z'i.SSIA COL"NTY

M
52
32
CH/00001:JS CHARLES EDWARD JR ,"1A.XWELL
Age of My
11
n: 28,225,22,18
"18
My Job: PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR MCCAI~ FOC!JS, r.JSA

Seat:

Spouses :ob:

UTILITY CPERATCR :•1CCAIN FO()DS,

Prier Place of Res1

: ~EWPORT PA

P3rty to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
c,efend;:1x1t in
ri,rn1r1.3l Suit~ ~10

:!a~m

~

r ?ersonal r

u

Ycu:
~]iJ

In j t~
Co

J() 1.J

:vt 1 :

Dri.,.:e:
r

.,:? S
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Party to C1v~l Laws~.::
:f ;~s. ~~en/~~ere:

....... _

""~ t -

:.." ~°"". . .---\<..1...J

L

Cla1m for ?ersonal r
ury A9a:..nst You:
Cla:m for Personal :njury by Ycu: ~O
C

~Q
~

J

Are you Related or ?r1end :n L3w Enfr? YES
Ha~e you 2erved as a Juror before? mJ

3ea.t:

so

M

47

43

Age of My Children: 19-26
My Job: APPLICATCR
Spouses Job:
Prior ?lace of Residence: BURLEY IDAHO
Party to Civil La~suit:
NO
Defendant in Criminal Suit: NO
Claim far Personal InJury Against You: NO
Claim for Personal Injury by Yau: ~O
Do You Drive: YES ~iles to court:
S
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? NO
Have

you served as a Juror before? YES

DH/0000078 COLLEEN W CARSON
Age of My Children:
51

F

63

20/05

63

1

42,41,34

~#!y J,2:b: rjSDA LC1fu'1 CIFF rc:ER 3TATE REI-iAB r LI "fAT!>:rJ
Sp<JtJses j b: ?R:z:,.JTSR/Fi'\R:•tE:R/:,AIRi~~t!u'J

Prior Place of Residence:
P~rty to C1vil LdWSUit:
IE yes, ~h~ where:
li:m f r P~rscnal
:l3iT f r ~erscnal

13 87

::LASS ACT IC~

"'P'C

.-.,_
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..:'"..~.7..... -~:..-'

.. ,~-.

•1-

1 -

-~~

- ..... ----..

~•

:A.SSI}\ ~E·:;r:::AL
es: ie:-~::e;
...... .-,~l'\.,-r-~..,?'

:- -

as a ,J\.1.ror

f)::re?

i,."·"1..,..,<_ .._i-\._:...

.:J()

~1
60
5J
MARRIED
c,H/ ooo 28 ':JA'/I;J :'...EE SCHWENDIMA.~.
53 Age of My Children:
Seat:
My Job: SALES ASSOCIATE WAL;'v!.ART
Spouses Job: ICU UNIT SECRETARY CASSIA REGIONAL ~EDICAL CE:ITER

Pri..or Place of Resi

RUFERT IDAHO

Party to Civil ~awsuit:
NO
Defendant in c mir:t1l Su t: rio
c 3im for ?ersonal Inj~ry Against You: NO
~You: rio
Claim for Perso~al rn
Do You Drive: YES Miles ta c0urt:
5
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? ~JO
Have you served as a Juror before? NO

075

Seat:

57

LARRY LEE LARSCN

A~e of ~y Children:
:-1y Jc:;b:

LJ\R_RY ELEC ·~ HEA?I?·J(}
·ses J:Jb: l\~;=·
? r i ,Jr ? l .3 c e ,:; E R es i
PAf_!L, ID
~{:':S

2e f er:::.iarit
·~1/1.:.m f,:::c Person,31
<1 :.-n f r ?er
'{:J 1.1

Dri'!/e:

OCD~OO

57
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?3rty :o C:~ll L3~su1::
::e:e::(13.:-_:. :.r. ::_!:~::. ~n3l S=_..,1-:

::a1~ for ?ers~naL :nJ~ry
:~ .~:.:":
.
:er.- ~e!-s<·..:,r1,.1l r,~~~,
~o Ycu Cr1v~: Y2S ~1les t~
Have you served as a Juror

J,J

Se 3. t :

re? ~,IO

f

024 3 DAWN ~9.RIE HI'}:.EY
F
43
~c Age of My Children: 17,15,12,8
~'!J' Jc)b: PARA 2DUCAT<)R
Spouses j ,:ib: OPE:V\TI:ONS SUPER FOR RAFT RIVER ELECTRIC

?rior Place

oE Residence: LOGAN, UTAH

?3r~lr t-::J Ci'\ti l

~!<)

L.,,~l·hst11~:

Defendant in ~r1~1~al Su t: NO
a.i~1st. You:

~JO

Claim for Personal InJury by You: NO
20.0
Do You Drive: YSS ~iles to court:
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? YES
Have you served as 3 Juror be
? NO

IJH/0000084 ERNEST GLEN STRAUBHAAR
Age of My Children:
Seat:
57

52

53

M

SINGLE

~y :ab: SELF-EMPLOYSD, SOLE ~MPLOYES
pousea J i2lb:
P3~Cy to C1vil ~d~SUlt:
Cefendant 1n Cr1m~nal S
latrn fer Person3l
Claim fGr Perscnal
~o You Dr1'le: YES ~1les

l\re

....

s

YES
'l () tl :

:r:)

y·-:Jt1

!-£,.~-rle .

ocu.zo.i
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~·!1les t::: ,c-::~_;_t-t.:

'32

=.~

~

Are you 2el3ted er Friend :n Law Enfr? YES
Ha'/e

:H/

'/CU

ser,.re'.j as

,:i

J'·,~ror te:c:r-e? :,.;()

:,~RRI ED

F
15
45
Age cf My Children: 15,21,24
'.•ty Jcb: CUS'I'OMER SERVICE :",A.NAGER WAL~ART
Spouses Job: SELF EMPLOYED TRUCK CRIVER
Prior Pla,::e cJf R. esidence: GP..lti'1ITE 2 .A.LLS
/IA

0 0 0 l 3 4 7ER2SA ?c.AE 9r\RL0~4

Seat.:

S9

Party to Civil Lawsuit:
2efendant

1n

Cri~inal Suit:

~O
NO

c:laim ftJr Personal Inj1Jry A,3ainst You: i'JO
Injury by You: NO

Claim for Personal
Do You Drive: YES
Are you Related or
Have you served as

2H/0000190 GORCCN F STRUTHERS
Seat:

Miles to court:
7.0
Friend in Law Snfr? NO
a Juror before? NO

M

62

]\!J\RRTED

14

J\ge C)f ~'"":y (~hi.~ :lre:1: 42, 40, 36
:'!/ -.:ob: R,ETIRED iJS ~'~R2.;·r ~~Q\lT(... P
Spouses Job: RETIRED
1

Prior Flace cf Residence: 3AKER CITY R
P3rty to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Cefendant 1n Cri~inal Suit: ~O
l3irn for Personal inJury Against You: NO
Claim fer Personal InJury by Ycu: NO
; ('\ 0j
Do You Jr1ve: YES ~1les to court:
ii..
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:r1;·~ry by· ·lotz:
;.! ..:. :. es t

Are ycu Rel3ted er ?r~e~d

<:J

::i,:;;__1 rt

1n

:
~aw Enfr?

56
Se.::1t

S2

Y,J\?.RIED

Age cf My Children: 47,44,38, 35,24,21
.'-t:y J,:;b: 7E.t\CL1ER C'r\SS I..Z\. ,,::):_JN~:'"'{ s,~:t{<):JL DI S'rR I CT # l 5 l
Spouses

j ''Jb:

C)\.RPEfiTER <]ARY IJ .!r::tJES CCNSTRIJCTii,JN

Prior Place of Residence: '':WIN FALI..S ;:::::u'\HO
Party t~ Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Defendant in Criminal Suit: NO
Claim for Personal Injury Against You: NO
Claim for Personal Injury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Miles to courc:
3.0
Are ycu Related or Friend in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror before? YES
19/77 TWI~ FALLS

:vt
38
DH/0000223 RYAN W CP.Ai.VNEY
Seat:
63 Age of My Children: 12, 10,8,6,3
:,,y Job: FARMER
Spo~ses ]Ob: HOUSEWIFE
Pr.- i 'Jr ? I ,:3ce of Res i cien,:e: :_,.~}:.J . ¾I :JT.f\H
Party to Civil ~awsuit:
YES
If

/'29,

·..vr~en/~~v!1ere:

1.J/9~ C'".t\SS:.1\

:ef~ndant 1n Cr1m1nal S~:t: NO
Claim fer Personal
l3i~ fer Personal

ocu:

J
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,:;p{::....:ses ~ ,:)t):
~:::.-:-:.- ?::1.,,:e

:

?s.s~,ie:-:.:>~:

~,;h_·,~::=-A,

r:1\l'{<:·

<:.:.a1ir: :,:,r- ?~ca~:;.:tl :r:.jt~r·y C,y ~{,::~..l: :,If)

Cc Ycu Dr:~e: YES Miles=~ court:
20.0
A~e y2u Rel3~ed =r Fr:enj :n Law Enfr? ~O
ser~~d 33 a ~~r=r tef re?

30
Se3.t:

~5

r:AHO

18

~-1A?..R I ED

Age cf My Children: 5,2
:'1y J'ob: P.N/ .:::NTERMOUNTAI:,J CASSIA REGIC:JAL MEDICAL CSiJTER

Spo•_:ses job: SELF 2MPLOYED RANCHER
Prior Place of Residence: ELKO ~;v
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Defendant 1n Criminal Suit: NO
Claim for Personal Injury Against You: NO
Claim fer Personal Injury by You: NO
Do Yau Drive: YES ~iles to court:
30.0
Are yau Related or Friend in Law Enfr? NO
~!:ave you served as a Ju.ror before? NO

37
F'
DH/OJG0029 OOLLY SUE JOHNSON
Seat:
66 Age of ~y Children: 10,7,5,3,1
My Job: HGMEMAKER 24-7
Spouses Jab: LEGEND 3~ATING CO.
?ri~r P:3ce ~f Residence: PROVO UTAH
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
YES
rf yes. ~h~n ~here:

~~-.:3_:·:t :::t~ P~r-sor..3 ... ::1.~, ry !\c:3ainst -.jt:: 1_1: ~J-J
for Pers0n3l :nJ~ry ty You: ~c
Co Y,:: ,1 : r i ·le: ·.::'SS
;--11.les t-,-:) ,::,::,~.J.rt.:
12 ~

c:3t~

1

OC0204
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:-!ARR I 20

--.~,,...,,.,,,...
.::_::~~ ..
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,..
,.:*---~"'-:,

-..-,;

"-,~ ......, ...

r:s t

Yc:u:
~,J;J

rt:
1n L3W Enfr?

Seac:

68

:,;(~

YES

28
28
,;,3e cf My Children: 8
:lfy Job: SA:..ES/ ACCOL'NTIN 'J MAYFAIR CLOTrr::NG CO
Spouses Job: VET ASSISTANT
Pr1oc Place of Res
nee: N/A
P3rty to Civil Lawsu1t:
NO
Defendant in Criminal Suit: NO
u
inst Ycu: NO
c:31m for Perscnal
c:31m for Perscnal I ury by You: NO
1

Do You Drive: YES

es to court:

10.0

Are y.:Ju Re Lated :Jr F'r 1end in Law Enf r? NO

? NO

Have you served as a Juror be
DR. EXCUSE

CH/ 0 ,J tJ ,J •.J .j 4 STJSA..'\l H LLOYD
Age of My
ildren:
69
Seat:
~~y

Jr:;b:

Sp;_Jt:s~:?s

60

F

38

!'EA{:':1ER -1...~t) I NT DI STR I c:T # 151
-1-:Jb: (:?)l'JTR,..~C:TJR SELF EMPLO {ED
1

f ResiJe:-:.ce: SPA.."iISH FC:RK T::'AH
?::i:-t~:{

~

~:- e f ~ r:d :1 t-/:

000205

:o-1ARR::so
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______
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C
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-a-

:a You Dr1~e: YES

~1les ~o court:

8.0

,,.. ,

59

'.JJ..

Seat:

'7 1
I J..

Age cf My Children: 40,38,37
~y Job: CITY OF BURLEY-FIRE DE?T
Spe:~J.ses

j =;b:

'f()MLI~,.JS()N & ASSOC~IA7E i~J\.:IAGER OF S7-JNSET VI

M.l\RRIED

r

RU?ERT

Prior Place of Res1dence: GOODING IDAHO
P:lrty to Civil Lawsuit:
YES
IE ~es, when/where:
Defendant 1n Criminal Suit: ~O
Cl3im for Personal Injury Agai:1st You: ~JO
Claim for Personal Injury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Miles to court:
1.7
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? ~O
Have you served as a Juror cefore? NO

2!~/ 0

33

Q

S<:: :1 t :

f ~y Children: 6,4, 1
Yiy .!:Jb: H1,.=,:,.1::-:~!Al{E:R
Spouses :cb: A ~ SCLLl7I~NS
Age

Prior Place of Residence: BOISE [~

Pirty to Civ1l Lawsuit:
C"l3irn . . r f:'ers\~:n1l
c·131rn ft.Jr PeL.S()D3l
:a Y~u ~riv~: YES

::1j·Jry l1...,3:11::_st ~f·:)U: :J1J
:r:J·~1r~/· by "f,~'l: :10
5

oco;. . oG

3

=H/

~

~-

-"
-

,~

~

-

-

-.,
,-..,
,--,,
-' ... ,r"- ~ ::.
'

:: :.- - -- C

?1c:1 --"

=~f-?,.:::3,~':
Do Ycu Drive: YES

~1les t

-.-,,

~

y~

\...,\,.../1-,..4,..

-

3.

*
..

~--re

2a:/e

:18

3.

._.

~·l..\RR I 2D

A~e ~f ~y Children:
~y ~ab: HO~SEWIFS

3 -26

Spo:-1ses j ()b: Sf!EETMETJ\L Fr E:,D FORE~YL-\t'1, sc;;3:~r~!ER.N Fr EL.8 ~iELD
Prior Place of Resi
nee: MLl:u"H FLCRIDA
Party to C1v1l Lawsuit:
YES
If '/~S, when/
19/80 CASSIA C'.JU~ff·{
DIVORCE&ADO?T

Cefendanc 1n Criminal Suit: NO
Claim for Personal J..
Against You: NO
Claim for Personal r
by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Miles to ccurt :
25 . o
in Law Enfr? ~o
Are you Related or
as a Juror tefore? NO
Have you se

r.11; ,-. n ,., n • "-t, ('J D(JPA ~~/ALYN H'EI~JER
75
Age of ~y
ildren: 44 29

.,._ f,.

a.I -~

<..I

-

F

L

69

Se:.H::

~•!y ~Gb:

(:fJA

3p~uses J

:AIRY FARMER

Prior Place
f Res1
Party to C1v1l Laws~~·
f en,j.3.nt 1 n.
Cl3i~ fer Pers~nal
la1m for Pera~nal

Jl;lJR R.r'\. Y t..IT AH

:,;o

=~

oc

2.07

,~ARRI ED
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----.--------------------~--------

: _: _, ~~
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---- ----------~ ------------~-------
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-~ ::.-1•_;,

Jo You Jr1ve:

?E3

:'

-

_,

·-

"'*""I·,., - - - ~" -..- ......
,,.

--•--:

Injt1ry ty '!itJU:
~!1 ies ~<J co·_.rrt:

6.J

Are you Rela:ed or Friend in Law Enfr? ~O
Have you served 39 a JLlrcr bef:re? ~a

J::-{

J

Seat.:

~~LA.RRI ED

7

Age of My Children: 44
Yi~/ J/:b: Ct'JOK (C..l\SSIA c:o. S(:F-!CC: L DIST_;::.1:J!_:'""NT..~;r,; \tr~;-; ELE:,.1EN'TAR~l
1

Spouses job:

(SELF)

EM?LOYED-

PET I RED

Prior Place of Residence: PCWELL, WY
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
NO
Cefendanc in Criminal Suit.: NO
Claim for Personal Injury Against You: NO
Claim for Personal Injury by You: NO
Do You Drive: YES Miles t.o court:
2.0
Are you Related or Friend in Law Enfr? NO
Have you served as a Juror tefore? YES

CH/0000122 JEFF ROBERT JACKSON
Age of ~y Children:
Seat:
73

M

~y Job: PATTERSON'S AUDIO

&

Spot..:ses j cb:
?~i,:ir Pl,1ce tJf 2esicien,:e:

BURLE'"/,

20

VIDEO
IDAHO

Party to Civil La~suit:
NO
Gefe::dant i!'l. Cri;;1inal StJi!:: !'-iO
Cl31~ fsr Personal Injury Against You: NO
'3.

t. . te
~{.3·:.::

/-:::_:

?,.~l :1:ed
,1
~~ r-,,,
,j

r F~1end

1n

La~ Enfr?

J.3

0002.08.

CASSIA

15

'"< ~--.
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\"' -.,, ' .
... .,_; _...

, ... ,,,...,,
...\_;

2
rt:
·,,; ;::; ;, :' r?

se

re?

as

;JH/ Q JJ l 4 9 IRINICAD t;ALERO
i dren: 113 / 11
Seat.:
8'J Age of Xy
:.-fy ~crb: ACCtJ:vtPLISHl\1ENT IN SER\tIC2E
Spouses job: BOISE CASCADE

Prior Place of Resi
Party to Civil Lawsuit:
c·e:er:\ja.nt in Crirn1nL1.l Su

~,J()

42

42

~~~RRIED

NO

t:

Cl.3..1'.n f::.r Personal I

~~:o

inst You:

:J/J

You: ('JO
Clatm for Personal I
Oo You ~rive: YES
cc~ct:
5
Are you Related or Frie
in Law Enfr? NO
Ha·,-e you served .:is a Juror
re? NO

44

Sea:::

:!l

Age of ~y Chil
:•1y J::b:

n: 26,24, 19,9

SECRETARY DECLC .:EL

ses JGC: SELF EM?LCYED
Frror Place of ?esi
~ 1:
;: r
~
:111m for Perscna

f"

~{ES
3

r

HIGH

Yfi\.RR: ED

-,.,~--~~--... .,.......,
..- .."'-.....,.,i --·~-

.. ~--::::,

~3r:y ra Civil ~3WSUit:
:f :,~es,

:e f-2:-_,j-1:1.t

~H/J COllJ ~GN CEE SEARLE
33 Age of My Children:
My Jab: SELF EMPLOYED

Seat.

Spa•J.se s job:
P~1or Place of Resi
to Civil Lawsuit:
nt in Crim na
Claim f~r Personal Injury Against You: ~O
Claim for Personal I
by You: ~O
Do You Drive: YES M1les to court:
J.0
Are you Related or Friend 1n Law Enfr? Y~S
Have you se
as a J 1-1ror bef ere? ~IO

45

CH/000'J 1:'2t:; LORI A,.'-JN PAULINE HAGEN'
Age of My Children: 21,28
d4
:•!y Jc,b: Y'tA,: D TtJ PLEi\S2 '~~LE1\l:.JrNr:;,
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CASE NO. CR-2008-1984

Preliminary Jury Instructions

MEMBERS OF THE JURY: The following are the Preliminary Instructions in this
case for the guidance of the jury. Individual copies of these Preliminary Instructions
are provided to you for your use. You may read along if you wish as these Instructions
are given. You may make notes upon your copies if you wish.
Once the evidence has been fulty presented I will give you a set of Final
Instructions. Those Final Instructions. together with these Preliminary Instructions, will
control your deliberations.
At the conclusion of this case, the Bailiff will recover your notebooks from
you and will shred the contents.

INSTRUCTION NO.

- -I - -

Now that you have been sworn as jurors to tr/ this case I vvant to go over with you
'Nhat will be happening. ! will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will

be doing. At the end of the trial I wrll give you more detailed guidance on how you are to
reach your decision.
Because the state has the burden of proof. it goes first. After the state's opening
statement. the defense may make an opening statement or may wait until the state has
presented its case.
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge(s) against the
defendant. The defense may then present evidence but is not required to do so. If the
defense does present evidence the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is
evidence offered to answer the defense's evidence.
After you have heard all the evidence I will give you additional instructions on the
law. After you have heard the instructions the state and the defense will each be given
time for closing arguments. In their closing arguments they will summarize the evidence
to help you understand how it relates to the law. Just as the openlng statements are not
evidence. neither are the closing arguments. After the closing arguments you will leave
the courtroom together to make your decision

During your deliberations you will have

with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted into evidence, and any notes taken by
you in court.

INSTRUCTION NO.

_,_

Your duties are to determine the facts. to apply the law set forth in my instructions
to those facts. and in this ·.vay to decide the case.

tn so doing you must follow my

instructions regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what
either side may state the law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out
one and disregarding others.

The order in which the instructions are given has no

significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that your decision be made
solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor prejudice should influence
you in your deliberations.

Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital to the

administration of justice.
In determining the facts you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial.
This evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and
received, and any stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is
governed by rules of law.

At times during the trial an objection may be made to a

question asked a witness, or to a witness' answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means
that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of law. Arguments on the admissibility
of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be considered by you nor affect
your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an exhibit, the witness
may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not attempt to
guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have shown.
Similarly. if I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out
of your mind and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations.
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law that
should apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will
excuse you from the courtroom so that~~tf3/:bs comfortable while we work out any

probiems. Your are not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary
from time to time and help the trial run more smoothly.

Some of you have probably heard the terms ·'circumstantial evidence," 'direct
evidence," and ·'hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to
consider all the evidence admitted in this trial.
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole
judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you
attach to it.
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring
with you to this courtroom ail of the experience and background of your lives. In your
everyday affairs you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and
how much weight you attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you
use in your everyday dealings in making these decisions are the considerations which
you should apply in your deliberations.
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more
witnesses may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the
testimony of each witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the
witness had to say.
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion
on that matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider
the qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion
You are not bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it
entitled.

INSTRUCTION NO.

----

lf during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am
inclined to favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be
influenced by any such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I
intend to intimate. any opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief,
what facts are or are not established. or what inferences should be drawn from the
evidence.

If any expression of mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of

these matters, I instruct you to disregard it.

INSTRUCTION NO.

1
{

Do not concern yourself ·:.iith the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject
must not in any way affect your verdict lf you find the defendant gwlty, it will be my duty
to determine the appropriate penalty or punishment.

INSTRUCTION NO. _ __

If

wish, ycu may take notes to help you

what 11itnesses said.
1

ff

do take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the
jury room to decide the case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you do
not hear other answers by witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes
in the jury room.
ff you do not take notes. you should rely on your own memory of what was said
and not be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign
to one person the duty of taking notes for all of you.

oco:?30

INSTRUCTION NO.

b
----

It is in:portant that as Jurors and officers of this court you obey the following
,nstructions at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court
during the day or when you leave the courtroom to go home at night.
First. do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else
during the course of the trial. You should keep an open mind throughout the trial and
not form or express an opinion about the case. You should only reach your decision
after you have heard all the evidence, after you have heard my final instruction, and
after the final arguments. You may discuss this case with the other members of the jury
only after it is submitted to you for your decision. All such discussion should take place
in the jury room.
Second, do not let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone
does talk about it, tell them you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop talking, report
that to the bailiff as soon as you are able to do so. You should not tell any of your fellow
jurors about what has happened.
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any
witnesses. By this, I mean not only do not talk about the case, but do not talk at all,
even to pass the time of day. In no other way can all parties be assured of the fairness
they are entitled to expect from you as jurors.
Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry
.....0

outside of the courtroom on your own. Do not g~ny place mentioned in the testimony
without an explicit order from me to do so. You must not consult any books. dictionaries,
encyclopedias or any other source of information unless I specifically authorize you to
do so.

Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or
television broadcasts about the trial.

You must base your verdict solely on what is

presented m ccurt and not upon any newspaper. radio, television, internet, or other
acccunt of what may have happened.

."1

INSTRUCTION NO.

r

It is highly probable that during the course of this trial it -.viii be necessary for me
to excuse you and ask that you wait in the jury room while counsel for the parties and I
discuss and try to resolve pisputes over the admissibility of evidence, the propriety of
proposed jury instructions. or other important legal issues that may affect the triaL On
occasion, I may declare an early recess, or have you come in later than normal in order
not to keep you waiting while we do this.
Let me assure you that while you are waiting, we are working. Let me also assure
you that both the attorneys and I know that your time is valuable and understand that
delays which keep you waiting can be frustrating. Both they and I will do everything
reasonably possible to expedite the presentation of evidence so that you can complete
your duties and return to your normal lives as soon as possible. I know that you
understand that these proceedings are extremely important to the parties, and your
patience will help ensure that the final outcome is just and legatly correct.

INSTRUCTION NO. ---A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent This presumption
upon the state the burden of proving the defend ant guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt Thus, although accused, a defendant begins the trial with a clean slate with no
evidence against the defendant.

If, after considering all the evidence and my

instructions on the law, you have a reasonable doubt as to the defendant's guilt, you
must return a verdict of not guilty.
Reasonable doubt is defined as foHows: It is not mere possible doubt, because
everything relating to human affairs. and depending on moral evidence, is open to some
possible or imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which, after the entire comparison
and consideration of all the evidence, !eaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that
they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the truth of the
charge.

,..
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IOAHO, IN AND FOR CASSIA COUNTY

State of !daho.

)

)
Plaintiff.

)

CASE NO. CR-2008-1984

)
)
)

-vsDawn Marcel Johnson,
Defendant.

)
)
)

Final Jury Instructions

Members of the jury, l will now give you the following instructions before you
begin the process of deliberating your verdict in this case. These Final Jury Instructions,
along with the Preliminary Jury Instructions which were given to you earlier in the trial,
will control your deliberations. After I have given you these instructions, counsel for the
parties wtll deliver their closing arguments.
The Bailiff ·-,.,ill hand to you a special notebook containing the court's original jury
instructions and a verdict form. The Presiding Juror will take possession of the special
notebook. Please do not write on the original jury instructions. You may highlight or
'Nrtte on your own copies of the instructions as you see fit.

INSTRUCTION NO. _ _
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to
the law.

You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some
and ignore others.
Even if you disagree or do not understand the reasons for some of the rules, you
are bound to follow them.
If anyone states a ru!e of law different from any I tell you, it is my instruction that
you must follow.

INSTRUCTION NO. , 0

As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply
those facts to the !aw that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the
evidence presented in the case.

The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1. Sworn testimony of witnesses;
2. Exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and
3. Any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1. Arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What
they say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other times is included to
help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember them
differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your memory;

2. Testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been
instructed to disregard:
3. Anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.

OG

INSTRUCTION NO. __
In deciding the facts in this case. you may have

to decide which testimony to

believe and which testimony not to believe. You may believe everything a witness says,
or part of it, or none of it.
In considering the testimony of any witness, you may take into account
1.

the opportunity and ability of the witness to see or hear or
know the things testified to;

2.

the witness' memory;

3.

the witness' manner while testifying;

4.

the witness· interest in the outcome of the case and any bias
or prejudice;

5.

whether other evidence contradicted the witness's testimony;

6.

the reasonableness of the witness· testimony in light of all the
evidence; and

7.

any other factors that bear on believability.

The weight of the evidence as to a fact does not necessarily
depend on the number of witnesses who testify.

''\

INSTRUCTION NO. l

r

The original jury instructions and any exhibits admitted into evidence will be with
you in the jury room. You 'Nill also have your copies of the jury instructions previously
provided to you. for your use.
The original jury instructions are part of the official court record. For this reason
please do not alter them or mark an them in any way.
The

instructions are numbered for convenience

in referring

to specific

instructions.
There may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there rs,
you should not concern yourselves about such gap.

-,

INSTRUCTION N0._2
The instructions on reasonable doubt and the burden of proof to be carried by the
State of Idaho do not require the State to prove every fact and every circumstance put in
evidence beyond a reasonable doubt. The burden of proof extends only to the material

elements of the offense. These material elements are set forth in the following
instructions.

INSTRUCTION NO._I_
A defendant 1n a criminal action is presumed to be innocent.
This presumption places upon the state the burden of proving the defendant
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
Thus, a defendant, although accused. begins the trial with a clean slate with no
evidence against the defendant.
If, after considering all the evidence and my instructions on the law, you have a
reasonable doubt as to the defendant's guilt, you must return a verdict of not guilty.
Reasonable doubt is defined as follows:
It is not mere possible doubt, because everything relating to human affairs, and
depending on moral evidence, is open to some possible or imaginary doubt.
It is the state of the case which, after the entire comparison and consideration of
all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that they cannot say
they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the truth of the charge.

INSTRUCTION NO. _ _

A defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to
testify. The decision whether to testify is left to the defendant. acting with the advice and
assistance of the defendant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the
fact that the defendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter
into your deliberations in any way.

oc .
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INSTRUCTION NO. __
It 1s alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" or ·on·' a certain
date. If you find the crime was committed. the proof need not show that it was
committed on that precise date.

oc i)~:' /~ 3

INSTRUCTION NO._l_
You are instructed that when more than one crime ls charged and each charge is
based upon a separate. discrete time and incident, the jury must be unanimous as to the
single act or incident upon which the crime is based before the defendant can be
convicted of that crime. Whether any criminal act or incident has been committed is for
you to decide.
Each separate count and tne act or incident upon which it is based must be
proved beyond a reasonable doubt and the act or incident must be separate and distinct
from any other criminal act or incident.
Therefore, in order for you to find the defendant guilty of any of the charges in this
case you are instructed that all twelve jurors must agree that the same underlying
criminal act or incident has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt as to that count.

INSTRUCTION NO : -1
In order for the defendant to be gwlty of Count I. Possession of Heroin, a
controlled substance, the state must prove each of the following·
1 On or about the 26 th day and 2th day of January. 2008,
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant. DAWN MARCEL JOHNSON, possessed any amount of
heroin, and
4. the defendant either knew it was heroin or believed it was heroin.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you
must find defendant not guilty, If each of the above has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt. then you must find the defendant guilty.

OCO? 5

INSTRUCTION NO ; 1

~

Under Idaho /aw·. heroin 1s a controlled substance.

oco .•. 6

INSTRUCTION NO

10

lf you find the defendant gwlty of possessing heroin you must next
determine ·whether the state has proved beyond a reasonable doubt the weight of
the heroin possessed by the defendant You will answer this question on the
verdict form. and your answer must be unanimous.

)

INSTRUCTION NO. )
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count IL Possession of Cocaine,
a controlled substance, the state must prove each of the following
1. On or about the 26m day and

2t" day of January,

2008,

2 in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant. DAWN MARCEL JOHNSON. possessed any amount of
cocaine. and
4. the defendant either knew it was cocaine or believed it was cocaine.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt you
must find defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt. then you must find the defendant guilty.

INSTRUCTION NO ; }
Under Idaho !av,. cocair.e Is a contro!led substance.

INSTRUCTION NO.

!)_ ~

In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count Ill. Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia. the state must prove each of the following:
1. On or about the

2t"' day of January, 2008.

2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant, DAWN MARCEL JOHNSON, possessed green
tourniquet. syringes and q-tips,
4. with the intent to ingest, inhale, or otherwise introduce into the human
body a controlled substance.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you
must find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond
a reasonable doubt. then you must find the defendant guilty.

!NSTRUCTION NO .. : ··\
A person has possession of something 1f the person knows of its presence
and has physical control of it or has the power and intention to control 1t.

More than one person can be in possession of something 1f each knows of
its presence and has the power and intention to control it.

000251

INSTRUCTION NO. - 'Drug Paraphernalia" rreans all equ:pment products and matenals of any
kmd which are used. intended for use. or designed for use. in planting.
propagating,

cultivating,

growing, harvesting, manufacturing,

compounding,

converting. producing, processing, preparing, testing. analyzing. packaging.
repackaging. storing. containing. concealing. injecting, ingesting. inhaling, or
otherwise introducing a controlled substance into the human body.

INSTRUCTION NO._t:__
Yau rave

instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for

/OU

to reach a 1erdict VVhether some of the instructions will apply wrll depend upon your
1

determination of the facts. You wrll disregard any instruction that applies to a state of
facts which you determine does not exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an
instruction has been given that the Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts.

oco
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INSTRUCTION NO. -i- I
I have outlined for you the ruies of law applicable to this case and have told you
of some of the matters that you may consider in 'Neighing the evidence to determine the
facts. In a few minutes counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you
will retire to the jury room for your deliberations.
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you
remember the facts differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should
base your decision on what you remember.
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are
important. It is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of
your opinion on the case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the
beginning your sense of pride may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your
position even if shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or
advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can be no triumph except in the
ascertainment and declaration of the truth.
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before
making your individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all
of the evidence you have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together
with the law that relates to this case as contained in these instructions.
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views
and change your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest
discussion that your original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw
and heard during the trial and the law as given you in these instructions.

Consult 'Nith one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate 111th the
1

objective of reaching an agreerr.ent. 1f you can do so without disturbing your individual
Judgment Each of you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only
after a discussion and consideration of the case with your fellow jurors. However, none
of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of evidence or as
to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels
otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict.

INSTRUCTION NO. __
Upon retiring to the Jury room. select one of you as the presiding juror ·Nho will
preside over your deliberations.
It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly, that the issues submitted
for your decision are fully and fairly discussed, and that every juror has a chance to

express himself or herself upon each question.
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the
presiding officer will sign it and you will return it into open court.
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by
compromise.
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to
communicate with me, you may send a note by the bailiff.
You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how the jury stands until you have
reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so.
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you
with these instructions.

OC
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INSTRUCTION NO.-=-..:..::_
You have now completed your duties as Jurors in this case and are discharged
with the sincere thanks of this Court.

It was previously my customary practice to meet with the jury following your
verdict and discharge. to discuss your ser..-ice. However, recently the Idaho Supreme
Court issued a decision that it was not appropriate for the judge to meet with the jurors
during any time that it was possible that the judge would have post-trial motions or other
proceedings or while the case was on appeal, because it might be remanded back to
this court. Therefore, l will not be meeting with you at this time.
The question may arise as to whether you may discuss this case with the
attorneys or with anyone else. For your guidance, the Court instructs you that whether
you talk to the attorneys, or to anyone else, is entirely your own decision.
It is proper for you to discuss this case, if you wish to, but you are not required to
do so, and you may choose not to discuss the case with anyone at all.
If you choose to, you may tell them as much or as little as you like, but you should
be careful to respect the privacy and feelings of your fellow jurors. Remember that they
understood their deliberations to be confidential. Therefore, you should limit your
comments to your own perceptions and feelings.
If anyone persists in discussing the case over your objection, or becomes cntical
of your service, either before or after any discussion has begun, please report 1t to me.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CASSIA COUNTY
State of Idaho.

)
)

Plaintiff.

)
)
)

-vs-

CASE NO. CR-2008-1984

)
)
)
)

Dawn Marcel Johnson.
Defendant

Verdict Form

We. the Jury, duly empaneled and sworn to try the above entitled action,
for our verdict, unanimously find the defendant, DAWN MARCEL JOHNSON:
COUNT!
_ _ _ Not Guilty of Possession of Heroin, a controlled substance
------ Guilty of Possession of Heroin, a controlled substance

If you have found Dawn Marcel Johnson guilty of Possession of Heroin. a
Controlled Substance. you must next answer the following question, Part II.
If you found Dawn Marcel Johnson not gurlty of Count I, you do not have to
answer the question, but should proceed to the Count II portion of this Verdict
Form.
COUNT I - PART II QUESTION
11

On or about the 26:h day and 27' day of January. 2008. was Dawn Marcel
Johnson in Possession of 2 grams or more but less than 7 grams of Heroin?

- - - No
----·;-..c--- Yes

VERDICT l=GRM

· ooo'· r::s
.J

"'·"'

( 'R-200R-l 1>8~
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COUNT II

-----------~------ Not Guilty of Possess,on of Cocaine. a control!ed substance
-----+--+-

Gwlty of Possession of Cocaine. a controlled substance

COUNT Ill

_ _ _ Not Guilty of Possession of Paraphernalia with Intent to Use
____.____.___ Guilty of Possession of Paraphernalia with Intent to Use

- 1t
DATED this _~day of March, 2009.

Presiding Juror

'JERDICT FORM

,
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OF THIS DOCUMENT TO IOOCI
ORIGI
Ass,gned to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ass:gned _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D~e Date
Fifth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho
In and For the County of G:as,ia
Case No. CR-2CC8- 1JIJC1984
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT
; ANO EVALUATIONS

vs
Dav,n \11 Jc!'lrs,:;n
603 Golden Spur Dnve
Fi:er ID 83328
Oe'endant

On t'1,s '//ednesday ~.1arch 04 2C09 a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable ~,1tcrael R
Craot,ee to be completed 'or Court appearance on Tuesday, May 19, 2009 at: 01:30 PM.

PSI INTERVIEW SET FOR: TUESDAY, March 10, 2009 at 10:00 a.m.
EVALUATIONS TO

1

BE DONE:

Copy of each evaluation to be sent to Presentence Investigation Office to be included with PSI

Under§ 19-2524 the following is (are) ordered which shall include a criminogenic risk assessment of the·
dt,fendant pursuant to LC. 19-2524(4):
0... Mental Health Examination as defined in I.C.19-2524(3), including any plan for treatment; and/or
~ Substance Abuse Assessment which is defined as an evaluation based upon objective evidence to
determine whether the defendant meets the definition of a substance abuser (I.C. 39-302(11)), a drug'
addict (LC. 39-302(3)) and/or an alcoholic (I.C. 39-302(4)), including any plan of treatment.
·
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI:

0 Sex Offender O Domestic Violence O Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Evaluator:
PROSECUTOR: County Prosecutor
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY:

CHARGE(s):

DEFENSE COUNSEL: Timothy J Williams

)1_

PLEA AGREEMENT:

YES D NO

0 YES c(NO
I

Ct 1 - Possess,on of Hero,n: Ct 2 - Possession of Cocaine Ct 3 - Possession of Paraphernalia

)i--l<Z~=~~)

f-~a9
Michael R Crabtree
District Judge

DEFENDANT'S INFORMATION:

PLEASE:PR1N1

00 YOU NEED AN t/'IJrERPRETER'

0

Name. Dawn M Johnson

Male

Address 603 Golden Spur Dnve City Filer State ID

O

0

YES

O

•\JO

Female

ZIP 83328

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lHessage Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Work Phone
Emplo7 er _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Work Address.

Date of Birth F~:day -

Social Secunty Number

Narne & Phone Number of nearest relative

. Your assigned Pre-sentence Investigator will contact you to schedule an interview using the above information. Please
have your Pre-sentence Investigation Personal History Questionnaire filled out completely for interview. 1512008)

OGU~60
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL o~?RICT
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, f N AND FOR
CASSI A COUNTY

STATE OF IOAHO
l

CASE NO. CR CR-2008-0001984 D

1

ORDER OF COMMITMENT

Plaintiff,
Vs

DAWN M JOHNSON,

Defendant

NOW.

THEREFOF~E

lT JS

f~EBY ORDERED that the above named

defendant be committed to the f .1m1 Cassia Criminal Justice Center. Burley, ID on the
4th day of March.

2cr:n

DI\ TED this

:·Ir

day of ~.1arch. 2009.

Judge

ocn ·r.1

iN I HE DISTRICT COUR f OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DiSTRICT
OF rHE ST A fE OF 10AHO. IN AND FOR CASSIA COUNTY

State of Idaho. Plaint;ff

)

}
)
)
)

-vs-

Defendant

Notice of Hearing and Order
for Defendant to Appear

}

·--

__ )

Notice is hereby given that this matter will come on for hearing, as set forth
below. Defendant is required to appear at all proceedings scheduled in this case.
Hearing:

( ) Arraignment I Entry of Plea
( ) Motion:···-··--(·,~ Sentencing
( ) Other·······----·---

) Status Conference

\ 7-yJ '

20Q:}at

Hearing_Date and Iirn~:

M.

Trial: ( )Jury ( ) Court ( ) Probation Violation
Pre-trial Conference: ____ ·---·--···-·' 20·-·-· at--··---··-·-···-·-' _.M.

Trial Date and Time: ----·-·-···---·--···' 20 ____ at ______________ , _.M.

District Judge:

Date:

Certification by Defendant
his1her signature below. Defendant ,:ert1fies that he/she P'U5Gnafly r<?Cerved a copy cf
,he abo ,e Notice of Hearing and Order to Appear

::,4c1

Mailing Address

-~~1=

C--·-1i

J

iY L

I

t)r,jf_.i.r

~)

·

J
~ioflce ,;t ~~eanr,::, dnd
/,r,,;e~'o

,J:~VJ-. /~'>-=-:·.
H'L ~ /
code: J./J I -1 r,.,

/ Defendan~• Sign•-:• .

20

Date

J_,(~ (.,J

ro t.i.oc'€ar "'~
!i:)

?'

'ro~:ecr__..,;t{Jf

000262

Zip

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR
CASSIA COUNTY

STATE OF IDAHO.

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff.
Vs.

CASE NO. CR CR-2008-0001984 D
AMENDED
ORDER OF COMMITMENT

)
)
)
)

DAWN M JOHNSON,

)

Defendant.

NOW, THEREFORE, IT JS HEREBY ORDERED that the above named
defendant be committed to the Mini-Cassia Criminal Justice Center. Burley. ID on the
4th day of March. 2009.
IT JS FURTHER ORDERED that the above named defendant be held without
bond.
DATED this

~:y

of March, 2009.
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Cassia County

User T.4RA

Selec!ed l!ems

Hearing t,~;e

Juror Sumrnons

Minutes date

03/0912009

Assigned ;u,qe

Michael R Crabtree

Start time

09 40 AM

Court repc::er

Den·se Sc~'.')der

End time

09 40 AM

Tara Gund·::rscn

Audio tape number

County Prosecui,,r

Prosecutor

Defense anorn,.:y Timothy J '/J,i/1ams

Tape Coi,,-ter 341

fhe Court t:Jkes roll

JTyi•n Despla1n 1s NOT present
s•unte11 Ward 1s NOT oresent
t :Jrard lJili;,orth ,s ~~OT present
i •1e Court rev,ews Ccurt file
.; ;;i,n l;c:;;ia1n ·11as served

Shantel Ward is now present
Cc:~rt 'C'iiE:ws tf:at Legrand 0:ihvcrth was served.
Tape Co ,:.:er 343

Tape Cc.

Tace Cc• ..

350

:0 se,,,1'9

:1gain on another panel
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~
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Cassia County

L.. '- -

Page 2 of 2

User TARA

Case CR-20C8~0C01SB4

Se!ected l!erns

Taoe Co:,,,:er 353
The iurcr orov,des the Court with h:s ccJrrent address

Tape Cc H·:cr :354

Juror Mr Stene addresses the Court. does not obJect to being placed

on

the September

;L1r/ pan,JI

Tape Cmmter '357

i)enn;g Curtis addresses the Ccurt

fne cJefendant does net obJect to serving on the June Jury panel
I r'c dufer:dant provides the Cm.;rt 1.v,th n1s current address

Tape Gou :;,r 902

Pie Court provides Legrand Dillworth with a copy of the Idaho code
juror

The Court reviews

r l'.]rltS '.V1H: the

does not otjJCC! to ser1, :ng on the June Jury panel.

Tape Co"' ',:r J04

I he Juror prov,des tt1,: Court 'N1th his address

Tape Coi,:.ter J04

Shantel ·.Nard addresses the Court does not obJect to serving on the September Jury
c:anet

Tape Cc,,

J .1, 'f

JC5

tt;e

fape Co

on :ne September iun1 panel

RANDALL CRANE ATTORNEYS. PLC
Neal S Ra0dall. faano Bar No 5829
Jordan S Crare. Idaho Bar No. 6843
A!t::;mey for Defendant
~ 13 8' Street. SJ:te 202
daro Fails, ,o 83402
:caho ~alls Phore. i,2081 542-0414
T·111n Falls PhOf"e: (208) 735-5244
foll Free Fax: 1-866- 769-3817

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL. DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-2008-1984
Plaintiff,

MOTION TO REINSTATE BONO
ANO RELEASE DEFENDANT

v.
DAWN M JOHNSON,
Defendant.

The Defendant, Dawn M. Johnson, by and through her attorney of record, Neal S.
Randall of Randall Crane Attorneys, PLLC, pursuant to the Idaho Criminal Rules, and
respectfully requests an order reinstating the bond previously posted in this case and releasing
the Defendant on that bond subject tc monitoring by ankle bracelet and any other reasonable
conditions deemed necessary by the Court The Defendant's previous tonding agency has
agreed to monitor the Defendant by ankle bracelet should the Defendant be released back on
bond. This motion :s made for the reason that the Oeferdant would like an opportunity to put
rer affairs in order pnor to be sentenced
The Oeferdant hereby requests a heanng on th,s motion at the court s earliest
convenience.

OC02:S6
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DAT ED t'cis 19'" day of f;larch 2009

RANDALL CRANE ATTORNEYS, PLLC
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
i HEREBY CERTIFY that on tre 19"' day of March, 2009 a true and correct copy of the
(oregoing MOTION TO REINSTATE BONO ANO RELEASE DEFENDANT was served c1pon the
person or entity named befow or their agent, at the address or facs1m1le number listed below. by
such service as indicated hereafter.

PERSON SERVED

SERVICE TYPE

Alfred E. Barrus
Cassia County Prosecuting Attorney
Fax: 1-888-789-0935

::J Hand Delivery
• Facsimile Transmission
J Mail•ng - US Mail, Postage Prepaid
JEmail
J Courthouse Box

OCO? 7

Date

Fifth Judicial District Court - Cassia County

T:me 0510 PM
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Minutes Report

Page 1 of 1

Case CR-2008-0001984
Defendant: Johnson. Dawn M

Selected Items
Hearing type:

Motton to Reinstate Bond

Minutes date

03/27 12009

Assigned 1udge

Michael R Crabtree

Start tlme:

04 56 PM

Court reporter:

Denise Sch!oder

End time:

04 56 PM

Minutes c!erk:

Tara Gunderson

Audio tape number

Prosecutor:
Blaine Cannon
Defense attorney: Jordan S Crane
Tape Counter: 456

The defendant is present and is in custody.
Jordan Crane is present on behalf of the defendant.
Blaine Cannon is present on behalf of the State of Idaho.

Tape Counter: 456

Jordan Crane argues the defendant's Motion to Reinstate Bond: cites considerations.

Tape Counter 502

Blaine Cannon addresses the Court; Objects to the defendant's Matron to Reinstate Bond:
cites considerations.

Tape Counter 505

Jordan Crane addresses the Court.

Tape Counter· 506

The Court DENIES Motion. cites Considerations.
The State to prepare the Order.

Tape Counter 508

Bfaine Cannon addresses the Court re PSI Report and interview.
Jordan Crane addresses the Court: cites a completed
Ms. Ortiz.

Tape Ccuf'lter 509

Hearing condudes
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STATE OF IDAIIO,

II

Plaintiff,

ORDER DENYl'.'JG
flE:FENDAt'irS MOTION TO
REINSTATE HOND
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vs.
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DAWN ~1ARCEL .JOHNSON,
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Defcmfant.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE Of
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THI COUNTY Of CASSIA

STATE Of IOAHO,

C'.IN No. CR·200b'·1984
Plaintiff,

ORDER TO CONTINUE
AM J) "'·<>"'"H c....E of- \-rt A f,2 n·-1~

Y.

DAWN MJOHNSON
Defendant.

BASED UPON the Stipt.dation of the parties and for good cause shown therein, t is
hereby ordered that the Sentencing in the above-entitled case be continued until the QI" day of
July, 2009 at 1:30 p.m.

DATED:

'

I

1
l_ ,,,,·~
d:._,7 v 7

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER TO
CONTINUE was served upon the person or entity named below Of their agent. at the address or
f acslmile number listed below, by such service as indicated ~eafter.
'
{ '
DATED: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

i

CLERK

PERSON SERVED

SERVICE TYPE

Blaine Cannon
Caaia Countv Prosecuting Attorney

0 Hand Delive,y
Cl Facsimile Tranamiuion
-J Mall11g • US Mail, Postage Prepaid
OEmaf
:J Courthouse Box

Fax:

V>BJ

., ? v

RANDALL CRANE ATTORNEYS, PLLC
AttOITVlyB for Defendant
413 ·s· Street, Suite 202
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

::J Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
'..J Mailing - US Mail, Postage Prepaid
~

.J Email

Fax: 1-866- 769-3817

CRIER

TO CONTINUE ·l

0C0272
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A FOR CASSIA COUNTY

COURT MINUTES
State of Idaho vs. Dawn M Johnson
CR 2008-1984 D
Hearing type: Sentencing
Hearing date: 7/9/2009 Time: 1:36 p.m.
Court reporter: Denise Schloder
Minutes Clerk: Tara Gunderson
Defense Attorney: Jordan Crane
Prosecutor: Blaine Cannon
The defendant is present and is in custody.
Counsel provides the Court with a documents re: fugitive status.
No legal reason why judgment should not be imposed this date.
The Court has received and reviewed the PSI Report and its addendums.
Counsel have received and reviewed the PSI Report and addendums.
Jordan Crane addresses the Court re: additions and/or corrections to the PSI Report.
The Court will attach the documents provided by Counsel to the PSI Report.
Time: 1:43 p.m.
Blaine Cannon addresses the Court; makes recommendations on behalf of the State of
Idaho; cites considerations.
Time: 1:55 p.m.
Victim, Sylvia Olson, addresses the Court makes a victim impact statement.
Blaine Cannon cites the defendant should receive credit for 128 days.
Time: 1:58 p.m.
Jordan Crane addresses the Court makes recommendations on behalf of the
defendant; cites considerations.
Time: 2:08 p.m.
The defendant addresses the Court.

000273

State of Idaho ,·s. Dawn M Johnson
CR 20J8- I 984 D

2

Time: 2:09 p.m
The Court comments; cites considerations for sentencing.
The Court imposes the Following:
Count 1 - Trafficking in Heroin
7 years DET / 15 years IND - IMPOSED
$10,000.00 Fine
128 days Credit
Concurrent with counts 2 & 3
Count 2 Possession of Cocaine
7 years Fixed and Determinate - IMPOSED
Concurrent with Counts 1 & 3
Count 3 - Misdemeanor Possession of Drug Paraphernalia
1 year Fixed and Determinate - IMPOSED
Concurrent with Counts 1 & 2
$1,000.00 fine
The defendant advised of right to appeal.
PSI Reports submitted to the clerk.
Hearing concludes: 2: 17 p.m.

OGu~,:1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, !N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA
THE STATE OF !DAHO.
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-2008-1984

vs.
DAWN M. JOHNSON.
Defendant.
05130/1952

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND ORDER OF COMMITMENT
On July 09, 2009 , the time fixed by the Court for pronouncing sentence
upon the defendant, the Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting Attorney.
Blaine Cannon. and the defendant with counsel. Jordan Crane.
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant has been convicted by a jury to the
following offenses as charged in the Information:
Count I: Trafficking of a Controlled Substance, a violation of Idaho Code §372732B(a)(6)(A).
Count II: Possession of Cocaine, a violation of Idaho Code §37-2732(C)(1).
Count Ill: ~-11isdemeanor Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a violation of Idaho
Code §37-2734(A).
The Court having asked whether the defendant had any legal cause why
Judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, and no sufficient
cause to the contrary having been shown or appearing to the Court.
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is guilty as charged and convicted.
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED AND ORDERED that the defendant be
sentenced as follows to the custody of the Idaho State Soard of Correction
commencing on July 09. 2009:

I Trafficking of a Controlled Substance - §37-2732B(a)(6)(A).
Uinimum heriod of confir,emerit:

7

Indeterminate period cf confif"li:;mi:;nt:

15

Tota! unified rerm:

22

Court Costs: The defendant shall pay court costs

in

the amount of

$110.50.
The defendant shall pay a fine in the amount of $10.000 00.
Concurrent Sentence: This sentence shall run concurrently with Counts 2
& 3.
Count II, Possession of Cocaine - §37-2732(C)( 1).
Minimum period of confinement

7 year(s)

Indeterminate period of confinement:

0 year(s)

Total unified term:

7 year(s)

Court Costs: The defendant shall pay court costs in the amount of
$110.50.
Concurrent Sentence: This sentence shall run concurrently with Count 1 &

3.
Count Ill. Misdemeanor Possession of Drug Paraphernalia - §37-2734(A}.
Minimum period of confinement

1 year(s}

Indeterminate period of confinement:

0 year(s)

Total unified term:

1 year(s)

Court Costs: The defendant shall pay court costs in the amount of $85.50.
The defendant shall pay a fine in the amount of S1.000.00
Concurrent Sentence: This sentence shall run concurrently with Counts 1
& 2.

The Court ORDERS as follows:
Credit for time Served: The defendant is given credit for a total of 128
days served rn the county jail pnar to the entry of this Judgment.
Restitution in Drug Case: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judgment of
Restitution to be entered in this case in the sum of $5,200.00, (LC. § 37'+!DGt.lENT CF CCNV!CT:CN AND C-RCER OF COMWTMENT

CR-2008-1984
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2732(k) (dr
related)). This amount is payable to the Clerk of the District
Court to be disbursed to the follmving !aw enforcement agency which
investigated this crime:
Name(s}:

Idaho State Police

No Contact Order: Pursuant to I C. § 18-920. a No Contact Order is
entered ber.veen the defendant and Fridars Establishment. Sylvia Olsen
and Chad Fndal.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be committed to the
custody of the Sheriff of Cassia County. Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the
Director of the Idaho State Board of Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary,
or other facility within the State designated by the State Board of Correction. I.C.
§ 20-237.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the parties return their respective copies of
the presentence investigative reports to the deputy clerk of the court and use of said
report shall thereafter be governed by !.C.R. 32(h)(1 ). (2), and (3).
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any and all bonds are hereby exonerated.
However, if the defendant paid a cash bond, deposited by or on behalf of the
defendant the Clerk shall apply the money (cash bond) to the payment of the costs
and fines imposed in this case and refund the surplus, if any, to the party posting
the deposit. LC.§ 19-2923.

RIGHT TO APPEAULEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS
The Right: The Court advised the defendant. of the right to appeal this
judgment within forty two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the
court. I.C.R. 33(a)(3), I.A.A. 14(a).
In Forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a
person who is unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in
forma pauperis. meaning the right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court
costs and fees and the right to be represented by a court appointed attorney at no
cost to the defendant. IC.A. 33(a)(3). l.C. § 19-852(a)(1) and (b)(2).
Sentenced and dated July 09. 2009.

rv11CHAEL R. CRABTREE
District Judge

jUOGl,1EN r OF CC~J'J!,:TiCN AND CROER CF CC~l~v!l TMENT

CR-2008- '984
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I, Tara Gundersen. the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I
maded by United States Mall on July ______ 2009. one copy of the: JUDGMENT
OF CONVICTION AND ORDER OF COMMITMENT as notice pursuant to Rule
77(d) LC R. to each of
Prosecuting Attorney: Blaine Cannon

Defense Counsel: Jordan Crane
Mini-Cassia Criminal Justice Center
Idaho Department of Corrections (certified copy)
Idaho Department of Probation and Parole

Tara Gunderson
Deputy Clerk of the District Court
Cassia County, Idaho

By-·----

Deputy Clerk
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8

STATE OF lDAlfO, lN :\~D FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA

9

!0

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case ~o. CR-2008-01984 D

Plaintift:

lI

ORDER OF RESTITFrION

I2

vs.

13

DA \VN '.\1ARCEL .JOHNSON,

Pursuant to Idaho Code Se1:1ion I l).'iJO-h2l

I4

DcfonJant.

15

This ddcn<lant came on regularly for Sentencing before the above-entitled Court on

16

the

17

Count I. Trafficking l)f a Controlkd Substance and Counls II and Ill. Possession of a Contmlk<l

18

Suhstam.:I..', and the i.:ourt Jetermining from the c,itkni.:e that restitution is owed. j,}intly anJ

19

, in 1he sum

St.!\i:rally v.. ith Tina Swctt (CR ~008-1985)

20
JI

Jay of ··--·-··-·-·---· :::'.009, \', ith the ddi:ndant being con\ictcd of the crimes ,1f

I

or $5,200.00 to

Idaho State P,llicc Drug Ri.'stitutiun ,\ccount \\hOsl! address is: P.O. Box 700. \kridian, ld,1ho

- 1
-~ I
" .. I

860-0700,

, .., !

~OW, TJIF:REFORE, IT IS lfFRF:BY ORDERED, pursu,mt to !tbho CoJe,

--' I

,4

-

304( 2). that the Idaho St:iti:: Pt,li..:c Drng R-.:-s!itution ,\ci.:ount has .mJ rcl:l>vcr judgment

t

I

f
l .1g:1inst the Jdcndant m the sum of {'S5 ..:oo 00) plus nh:rcst

.it

the k•g;tl r:Ht' .wthoritl..'d !i.1r

juJgmcnts per .mnum, anJ tlut this sum is Jue and payJblc Juring the peri<KI ,if pnrhation. This
()rdcr L>f Restllution is imposed as part of the DcfrnJant's owrall punishrnl.'nt :md n:hahilitation.

IT IS J.TRTHER ORDF.RFD thar atkr fort: two t-C) ,L1:s from the .:ntr:, uf 1his

ORDER OF RESTITUTION - I
>I
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\\ ht-:h..:,. ..:r 1H.:-.:urs bt..:r. this On..kr 11f R..:slitution may be rcrnrd..:J :is a
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DATED this
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF \IAILl~G
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I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order for
Restitution w:.1s maikJ. pt,stagc prepaid, this · day of ----------~. 20
. to the
following:

II

Blaine Cannon

12

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 7
Burley. ID 83318

9

13

:",kal Randall

14

:\ttomev at Law
41 .1 B Street. Suite 20:2
Idaho Falls. l<laho 83402

15
16

fcerrified n>py ~ victim)

!Jaho Smtc Pol ice Drug Restitution Account

17

P.O. Box 700

18

\kridian. [Jaho 83860-0700
CL Case No. \120080252 ~111J \[;0080253

19

ti/applicahle)
Probation and Parole
13~4 :\lhion An:nue
Burky, Idaho 833 I 8
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S L\TE OF ID,\l IO.

II

Plaintiff.

12

ORDER RE: RESTITUTION

\S.

13

D.\ WN .JOHNSON,

14

lkfcnJant.
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!his matter having come before the Court anJ for good cause appearing:
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BLiim.: p_ Cannon
Dt:puty Pro:;ct:utl

6
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B\)X

. \lturm.:y

7

Burley. ID 833 l 8

7
1

8
9

Jordan Crane
,\ttomev at Law

413 B Stred. ,,202
[Jaho Falls, Idaho 83402

10

LARRY A. ~IICKELSEN
CLERK OF TI fE DISTRICT COL RT

I1
12

Bv

I3
14

I5
16

I7
18
19

20
::! l

25

26!

:11
28

ORDER RE: RESTrrUTION

-

- Deputy Clerk

RANDALL CRANE ATTORNEYS. PLLC
Neal S Randall. Idaho Bar No. 5829
Jordan S Crane. Idaho Bar No. 6843
A.ttorney for Defendant
413 8' Street, Swte 202
Idaho FaHs, !O 83402
Idaho Falls Phone: {208) 542-0414
Twin Falls Phone: (208) 735-5244
Toll Free Fax: 1-866-769-3817

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IOAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA
STATE OF IOAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,

v.
DAWN M. JOHNSON,
Defendant/Appellant

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

Case No. CR-2008·1984

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO:
The above-named Respondent, State of Idaho, and its attorney of record,
Prosecuting Attorney for Cassia County. and the Clerk of the above-entitled court.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named appellant, DAWN M. JOHNSON, appeals to the Idaho

Supreme Court from the Jury's finding of guilty and the District Court's Judgment of
Conviction
2

in

the above case.
That the Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11 (c)
3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal that the appellant then

intends to assert in the appeal. provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent

"JOT:CE OF APPEAL -1

the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal.
A.

vVas the Defendant denied effective assistance of counsel?

B.

Did the District Court err in denying the Defendant's f.1otion to
Suppress?

C.

Was the evidence presented at trial sufficient for the jury to reach a
verdict of guilty?

0.

Did defense counsel provide ineffective assistance by failing to object
to Sylvia Olsen's ''victim impact statement" at sentencing?

E.

Did the District Court abuse its discretion by imposing an excessive
sentence?

4.

A reporter's transcript of the following hearing(s) is requested:
A.

June 27, 2008 - Preliminary Hearing;

8.

January 5, 2009 - Hearing regarding Motion to Suppress and PreTrial Motions;

C.

March 2, 2009 through March 4, 2009 - Jury Trial;

D.

July 9, 2009 - Sentencing Hearing.

5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR

A

The above referenced transcripts;

8.

The Preliminary Jury Instructions:

C.

The Final Jury Instructions:

D.

Jury Vair Dire:

E

Peremptory Challenge;

F

Jury Roll Call:

G.

Jury Seating Chart.

NOTICE OF APPEAL · 2

6. I certify:
A

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter

8

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcnpt fee

because the defendant is an indigent prisoner. Appet!ant has been sentenced to serve a
mirnmum term of seven (7) years. Appellant is currently without funds for payment of the
reporter's fees and therefore, pursuant to I.C. §31-3220 and §31-3220A and Idaho
Appellate Rule 24(f) the payment of the reporter's fees should be waived by the district
court;

C.

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for

preparation of the record because she is an indigent prisoner. Appellant is without funds
for payment of the preparation of the record and therefore. pursuant to I.C. §31-3220 and
§31-3220A and Idaho Appellate Rule 27(f) the payment of the preparation of the record
should be waived by the district court.

D.

That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because

appellant is without funds for payment of the appellate filing fee and therefore. pursuant to
I.C. § 31-3220 and §31-3220A and Idaho Appellate Rule 23(c) the payment of the
appellate filing fee should be waived by the district court;

E.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served

pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20, and the Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to
Section 67-1401(1) Idaho Code.

Dated this 13th day of August. 2009

JORDAN S. CRANE
Attorney at Law
fJOTiCE OF APPEAL - 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13th day of August
a true and correct
copy of the document described below on the party listed below. by mailing and/or by fax
with the correct postage thereon. or by causing the same to be hand-delivered.

DOCUMENT:

NOTICE OF APPEAL

PARTIES SERVED:

Alfred E. Barrus
Cassia County Prosecutor's Office
Via Fax: (208) 878-2924
Court Reporter
Cassia County Court
Via Fax: (208) 878-1003
Clerk of the Court
Cassia County Court
Via Fax: (208) 878-1003
Mr. Lawrence Wasden, Esq.
Attorney General
Appellate Division
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-1000
Ms. Molly J. Huskey, Esq
Appellate Public Defender
364 7 Lake Harbor Lane
Boise, ID 83703

A~DAll.PARALEGAL

NOTICE OF AFPEAL -4

OGU2.BG

RANDALL CRANE ATTORNEYS. PLLC
Neal S Randall. Idaho Bar No. 5829
Jordan S Crare. Idaho Bar No. 6843
Attorney for Defendant
413 ff Street. Suite 202
!daho Falls. ID 83402
Idaho Falls Phone (208) 542-0414
Twin Falls Phone: (208) 735-5244
Toll Free Fax: 1-866-769-3817

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff/Respondent,
V.

Case No. CR-2008-1984
MOTION TO APPOINT STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC
DEFENDER ANO TO PROCEED
IN FORMA PAUPERIS

)

DAWN M. JOHNSON,

______________
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW Defendant/Appellant by and through her attorney and hereby
requests that the above-entitled court appoint the State Appellate Public Defender Office to
prosecute her appeal pursuant to Idaho Code and Defendant/Appellant be allowed to
proceed In Forma Pauperis.
This Motion is made by and for the reason that Defendant/Appellant is currently an

indigent prisoner and unable to afford private representation for purposes of appeal.
Defendant/Appellant has been sentenced to serve a minimum fixed term of seven (7) years
and thus will remain incarcerated for that period.
Dated this 13th day of August. 2009.

JORDAN S. CRANE
Attorney at Law

MOTION TO .APPOINT STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ANO TO PROCEED IN FORr.1A PAUPERIS-1

000287

CERTIFfCATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13th 1ay of P,Llgust 2009. I sen,ed a true and
correct copy of the document descnbed below on the party listed below. by malling and/or
by fax w,th the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be hand-delivered.
DOCUMENT:

MOTION TO APPOINT STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER ANO
PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS

PARTIES SERVED:

Alfred E. Barrus
Cassia County Prosecutor's Office
Via Fax: (208) 878-2924
Court Reporter
Cassia County Court
Via Fax: (208) 878-1003
Clerk of the Court
Cassia County Court
Via Fax: (208) 87 8-1003
Mr. Lawrence Wasden, Esq.
Attorney General
Appellate Division
PO Box 83720
Boise. ID 83720-1000

Ms. Molly J. Huskey, Esq.
Appellate Public Defender
3647 Lake Harbor Lane
Boise, 10 83703

A~DALL,PARALEGAL

MOTION TO APPOINT
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER AND TO PROCEED iN FORMA PAUPERIS-2

0002ti8

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OFCASSIA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

}
)
)
)

DAWN M. JOHNSON,
Defendant/Appellant

Case No.

CR-08-1984

ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
AND WITHDRAWING ATTORNEY
OF RECORD FOR APPEAL

The above named Defendant/Appellant appeared before this Court for Sentencing
before the Honorable Michael R. Crabtree on July 9. 2009, at which time the Court
sentenced her to a unified minimum period of incarceration of seven (7) years with a
unified indeterminate period of fifteen ( 15) years for a total unified term of twenty~two (22)
years.
The Defendant/Appellant has requested the aid of counsel in pursing a direct
appeal;
The Court being satisfied that the Defendant/Appellant is an indigent prisoner
entitled to the services of the State Appellate Public Defender for purposes of appeal
pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 19-852 and 19-854 and the services of the State Appellate
Public Defender are available pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-863A;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED. in accordance with Idaho Code §19-870, that the State
Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the Defendant on appeal.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that RANDALL CRANE ATTORNEYS, PLLC, be
withdrawn for purposes of appeal.

MICHAEL R. CRABTREE
District Judge
I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _
day of _ _ _ . 2009. I ser1ed a true and
correct copy of the attached ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC
DEFENDER AND VVITHDRA\iVING ATTORNEY OF RECORD FOR APPEAL by placing a
copy in the United States mail. with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to
be hand delivered to the following parties:

PARTIES SERVED:
MOLLY J. HUSKEY
State Appellate Public Defender
3647 lake Harbor lane
Boise, Idaho 83703

JORDAN S. CRANE
RANDALL CRANE ATTORNEYS, PLLC
413 'B' Street Suite 202
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

ALFRED E. BARRUS
Cassia County Deputy Prosecutor
Courthouse Box
Burley, ID 83318

CASSIA COUNTY COURT REPORTER
Courthouse Box
Burley, ID 83318

LAWRENCE WASDEN
State of Idaho Attorney General
Appellate Division
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-1000

SUPREMECOURT/COURT OF APPEALS
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0101

DAWN JOHNSON
c/o MCCJC
1415 Albion Ave.
Burley, ID 83318

Deputy Clerk
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CASSlA ~TY 01ST

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUOIC1AL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IOAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA

)
)

STATE OF IOAHO,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CR 2008-1984 0

) EX PARTE CADER TO UNSEAL
) AND COPY PRE-SENTENCE
) INVESTIQATION REPORT

Va.
DAWN M. JOHNSON
008: 05/30/1952

)
)
)
)

Oefendant.

P\Jrsuant to written request by l"ttar on flle dated October 06, 2009 and good cause
appearing and pursuant to request,

th• Court hereby GRANTS the Department of

Corradlon'a requeat for copy of the pf9-11entence raporta relating to th• abcve captioned

matter. Tbe Clerk is directed ro unseel the reports, provide a copy to Ma. Matilde Ortiz,
rapresenta1fve of the Department of Correcttons, and re-seal the reports.
The On:t• ie entered pursuanr

to

ICR 32(h)(2), 18 it appears that the Idaho

Department of Correcttona has a legitimate professional Jnterelt In the reports. The Court
hereby ffndl that the avarlablllty of tha report will further the interest of public protection and
that the Idaho Department of Corrldionl will provide appropriate safeguards for the

conffdenVallty of lnf~Uon contalnecl In !he repo,18.
Dated thf1

P, C2

i:fay of October, 2009.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this _ _ day of October, 2009, I caused to be
a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed
to the following:

1.

2.

3.

Blaine Cannon
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
1918 Overland Avenue
P.O. Box 7
Burley, ID 83318

Dawn Johnson, prose
c/o MCCJC
1415Albion Avenue
Burley, ID 83318
Probation & Parole
Attn: Matilda Ortiz
1354 Albion Avenue
Burley, ID 83318

f

Tara GIJflderson
Deputy Clerk

Ex Parte Order to Unseal and Copy Pre-sen!ence lnvesriga!/on Rel)Of1- 2

I

X

Fax (208) 878-2924

X

U.S. Mail

X

Fax (208) 878-2534

-~~~-

~-io2

•••i-L, .. \ l C I . U

MOLLY J. HUSKEY
S!ate Aope'fate Puciic Defender
S!ate ol Idaho

. )

IS B. # 4843
SARA 8. THOMAS
Chief. Appellate Umt
I S.8. # 5867
364 7 Lake Harbor _ane
Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 334-2712
IN THE DISTR!CT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CASSIA COUNTY
)

STATE OF IOAHO,

)
)
)

CASE NO. CR 2008-1984

V.

)

S C. DOCKET NO. 36932

DAWN M. JOHNSON,

)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,

)
Defendant-Appellant.

AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

TO:
THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO. ANO THE
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS,
ALFRED
E. BARRUS, CASSIA COUNTY
PROSECUTOR, 1918 OVERLAND AVENUE, P.O BOX 487, BURLEY, IDAHO,
83318. ANO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT;
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1

The

above-named

appellant

appeals

against

the

above.named

•espondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction and
1

Order of Commitment entered in the above-entitled action on the 9 " day of July,
2009. the Honorable Michael R Crabtree. presidirg.

2.

Trat the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. and the

j.Jdgments or orders described ,n paragraph 1 above are appealable crders
under and pursuant to Idaho Appef!ate Rule (IA.R.) 1 l(c}(1-10).
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A p:elim1rary statement of the Issues on appeal. wh1cr tre appellant then

-rtends to assert in the appeal provided ary such I.st of issues on appeal shall
~ot prevent the appe Iant from assertirg other issues on ac~eaf. ,stare:
a

Was tne appellant denied effective assistance of counsel?

b.

Did the district court err in denying the defendant's mot,on 10
suppress?

c.

Was the evidence presented at tnal sufficient for the jury to reach a
verdic1 of guilty?

d.

Did the deferise counsel provide lneffect1ve assistance by failing to

object to Sylvia Olsen's "victim impact statement" at sentencing?
e.

Did the district court abuse its discretion by imposing an excessive
sentence?

4

Tnere is a portion of tne record that is sealed. That portion of the record

that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI).
5.

Reporter'• Transcript.

The appellant requests the preparation of the

entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c). The appellant
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's
transcript:

a.

Pretrial Conference r.eld October 14, 2008 (Court Reporter: Denis§

Sch!oder. estj:nation of Jess than 1 00 pages);
b.

Prf!triaf Conference held November 18. 2008 (Court Reporter:

Denise Schioder, estimation

of !ess than

AMENDED ~OTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2

100 pages);

., , . , , l'.

c.

,

r r· L LL\ I t

I'[)

Motion hearing held December 9, 2Q08 {Court Regorter:

Den:se

Scr!oder, est'niation cf 1ess than 100 2agest
d.

Motion Heanng and Pretrial Conference held on Jan"'ary 5, 2009
(Court Reporter !Jenise Schloder. no estimation of pages was
listed on the Register of Actions);

e.

Pretrial Confererce and Motion Hearing held on January

?J,

2009

(Court Reporteu: Maureen N!,!wton, no estimation of pages wa§
listed on the Register of Actions}~
f.

Status Hearing held on February 2. 2009 (Court Reporter: Denise
Sch!oder. no estimation of pages was listed 20 the Register of
Actions};

g.

Pre(rial Conferene§ held February 24, 2009 (Court Reportec
O§nise Schloder: estimated number of pages les1 than 100):
Jury Trial held March 2-4, 2009, including, but not limited to. the
voir dire, opening statements, closing arguments, jury instruction
conferences.

reading of the jury instructions.

any hearings

regarding questions from the Jury dur:ng deliberations. return of the

verdict, and any polling of the jurors (Court Reporter Denise
Schioder, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of
Actions};
n

Sentencing Hearing held on July 9, 2009 (Court Reporter: Denise

Schloder, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of
Actions).
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6.

Clerk's Record.

.\ICL~LLl!t.

,l;, :)05

)'I)

The appellant requests the stardard clerk's record

pursuant to I AR 28{b)(2}.

The appellant req~ests the foilcwirg documents to

oe ncluded in the clerk's record, ,n additor to those automaticalty inc'uded under

I.A.R 28(b)(2):
a.

Affidavit of Probable Cause filed April 7, 2008;

b.

Transcript of Preliminary Hearing t-eld on September 22, 2008;

c.

Affidavit of Ami Per-a in Support of Filing UA Results filed
November 25, 2008;

d.

Affidavit Re: Condition of Defendant's Release filed November 28...

e.

Any affidavits, objections, responses, briefs or memorandums, filed

or lodged. by the state, appellant or the court in support of or in
opposition to the Motion to

Suppress

including. but not limited to.

the State's Points and Authorities Opposing Motion

to

Suppress

filed January 13, 2Q09;

f.

All proposed and given jury instructions including,

but not limited to.

the State's Jury Trial Witness List filed February 3. 2009, Pfaintrff'1
Requested Jury lnstn,.,ctions filed February 3. 2009, Preliminary

Jury Instructions filed March 4. 2009, and Final Jury Instructions
filed March 4, 200Q:
g.

F;naf ·~Jitnesses and Exhibits fried February 27. 2C09;

h.

Seating Chart filed March 4, 2009;
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Stipulation of Counsel tc Return State's Exh•b1t 11§ & 117 ~o the

L

CL.stody of Troo~er Hitt filed March 4, 2009;
Letters :eceived from !DOC PSI lrvestlgator Matilda Ortiz filed
March 2§, 2009, a,ng June '! 5, 2009;

?00~;

k,

Reguest from IDOC i;1eg May 13,

L

Anv. exh:bits. including but not limited to letters or victim impact
st51tements and other addendums to th@ PSI or other items offered

st!

the sentencing hearing )ncluding the Addendums to PSI filed

Jyly 1, 2009, and July 2, 2009.

7.

I certify:
a

That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on
the Court Reporters. Denise Schloder and Maureen Newton;

b

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of U1e record because the appellant is indigent (Idaho

Code§§ 31-3220. 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e));
c

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a
criminal case (ldano Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR 23(a)(8)):

d

That arrangemerts have been made with Cassia County who will
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript. as the client
IS

indigent, LC. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I AR. 24(e);
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,J,

e.

\IC.

\IT!·.LL\Jl:.

l'D

That service has been made Lpon all par.ies required to be served
pursuant to I.A R 20

'JA TED this 19tt- day of October. 2009.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 19t!' day of October, 2009, caused a
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid. addressed to:
JORDAN CRANE
BONNEVILLE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDERS
605 CAPITAL AVENUE
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402
DENISE SCHLODER
COURT REPORTER
1459 OVERLAND AVE
BURLEY 10 83318
MAUREEN NEWTON
COURT REPORTER
8TH AND G STREET
PO BOX 368
RUPERT ID 83350
ALFRED E BARRUS
1918 OVERLAND AVENUE
PO BOX487
BURLEY ID 83318
KENNETH K JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION
PO BOX 83720
BOISE 10 83720 0010
Hand defivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme C9urt

H
.L
Administrative Assistant

TMf/MJH/hrl
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Pla:nt1ff,

~fOTION FOR
CORRECTION OR
REDUCTION OF
SENTE;";CE, ICR 35

)

VS.

)

)

j)t}uJN

mt£tf:t,. -r,)dµ:,Z~\i )
)

Defrnda.nt.
COMES NOW ~ N

)

M. ~-r)\)n,:,i)'\, Defendant in the instant action, and pursuant

to Idaho Criminal Rule 35, moves this Honorable Ct1urt for its Order:

[ J

ClJrrecting the DdenJant's illegal sentence, or

[·If

Reducing Defendant's sentence for the following reasons:

I.

The Defendant was convicted of I Cl-;-t"i ()tJ

--,--:

rr-

K.

before the

Ifonorab Ie Judge _r.....;_,,_\._'_LL_t._J~t.,...r_e_t.._'- - - - - - - - - 3.nJ SC ntenced to

J

term of imprisonment in the custt1Jy of the Idaho Department of Correction for:

[·/J

a v.rnfieJ term t1f

M

e-:us including ___/_ years fixed fo!lo·.,eJ by __ \

,

:l',lrS

~J.nJ h. 1s
;.:f\

\{(J

r;

eJ

D_1_~]_~______ ({nonths~. t'.arsJ of the sentence.
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CORRECTIONAL MEDICAL SERVICES, INC.
RELEASE OF INFORMATION AUTHORlZATION

nam-N abov~ or the patlenrs

Iam

Name/ Agency

__ _____ ______
Address

-17,iormation to be released

_.......,

Admission Reports

-- , ..-....---~~---------·

....,..

......_

from the dates of
Discharge Rep:lfts

to

X-Ray ReJX)rtS

Operative Summary Reports

Special Studtes Repxts

Laboratory Reports

Immunization History

MentaJ Health Reports.

Psychiatrn: Summary Reports*

HIV Status and Treatment*

Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Sta s and Treat

-~-'M.--.:~,~-::::::.....L..-f

b

QJc ·

6
I

k

/

Attorney

_
7

I Ot~~~ D2w-r

nt*

~"?:;,· . ~~..."-

Jnsurance_~fr~or_ __ . _____;

_

I

.

---··

..

.

I

··---~---

..
,
1 .. I understand that rny ,~xnressed consent rs required to release any health care 1nforrnat1on relat1rt9 to testing, d1agnos1s,
/ and/or treatment frx tHV (AlDS vin.JS), sP...XUally !ransmrtted diseases, psydi,~trlc disorders/mental health, and/or druq and/Of /
/ alcohol use. You
fl('re!:)y specifically autt,onzed to
all health care li1f0fm,,tl(X1 relating to SU<.ti te<;ting, diagnosis,
I

are

r-~n_dj_cir__ tr e'?.t~ft9i ft.!!! -~~rlle!Jt~.ss)l !(l_.!t!:!'!.'>:
I
•----···

.

/'.

f.'-·· ···-·------

- -

··--·--··--·1I

·-···-·- --.. --·--·-·-·-·--····-··- ---·-·------··-----·-··-·

{-?.!.9!2::!!l!S~_::~f Fatl(.>nt nr ~u.!!_10f!f~ geprest:1_1t~?~~----·-- __ __ _

Date

;

i
•

I

sta~-~;-·1

!

-----·······-·--·-·--·-·
~J;x1et-sta-;:J1;-;;1,c:1/·r~cd~
CiJ1lnQt!)@-- -- v.•l,tl<::/'Jl rvnttcn ~ ~.xrept as provldw f'-6 undal . f ~ CA
This autfuxilacion ii .:alid l,x 90 days after me date
ana 1,:;
to re-...:yatl{in by me at any t,rne 1f 1:rov,11..-.,j

i
'

i

·-·· ··---- _. u_,::_c~.=.:=...::..:.::. --~..:__:.. ·-- '.'!:.c:'..'?::.~~!..S:.~:~'..'!
.. -.,,~r·rl"r..-1 J ,Jrn rr--1t
to
tt'l:~ autfic•1z,Jt1<JC' tn r!Xe•ve ri€.1ftfl r.lre

··-···--'----·····-·

-------··- --·-···--·· th,<:

1n

u< tn?,1tmel1(.
understJnd tt.at once
,nfor rn.-ittOii
,J,s,J<: ;;;.'11 D\Jt,;,uant to this Authonzatlon, rt I'S rx:isslbk' ttv,t rt ;.,·,II no kJfl(}eT be prote<:ted by e,pplitable le-Jer:tl
medical prtvKY !a1'1"; ,lf\d codd be n:>··J!~-cl,,sed by tt1e ;J11.~rscn or ,,,Jencv th-,t nx:P1v,•s it, however. r
no< a,,tt•cr,Le ~M(h
0

"Authonzec1 Repr1:..-sentat)l.,e's relationship to patient and
·~ authority_ to. act for patient;
CMS 7 l .71 English Rev 08/ 2004
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1

CORRECTIONAL MEDICAL SERVICES, INC.
RELEASE Of INFORMATION AUTI10RJZATION

pa!tent named abo>'e or the

By s19rnng this form I Juthonze and release Conectlonal Medical S"erv1ces, Inc (TJ-1S1 and the Faoltty from 11,,bility
relating to the release ,Jf the fpllow,ng informatlon, induding protected healtti information, included ;n my medKal

,. ~1~

rec~ tol\

( rcJ>rr~e.-

-

1------·...........::'"-~~-1.,L;~~-~J~~-'::.:;.w:.
·. _ _ _ _. ~----,.'.2-:..-~'-~(_,t;;_-_l&l_''"(f...;;._;./ _ _ _ _ _ --l

Name/Agency

City, State, Zip Code

Address

---- - ---- -----'------..---------·-....-'----.---from the dates of
-+-_--l_·
to
_____________,

Information to be released
Admission Reports

j__;::.:.;.:::,:..;:..:..:.::;..:...;;.:.c...;...;.........;__.;_.-=....:..;;..._ _ .J....:.:..;:.....:...c.,..;.;.;.::;;..;:;,.;;;-;;..;;.:_c__

_,__ _ _ _ _ _ _

Discharge Rep:,rts

X-Ray Reports

Immunization History

Special Studies Rep?rts
Mental Health Reports•

Psychiatric Summary Reports*

Drug/Alcohol History and

HIV Status and Titatment*

Operative Summary Rerx>rts

Laboratory Reports

Counselin •

~ , _ 0;"-4 G:M....L=~,r_--··-)r;;;...·~-·"r',;-,.......-~~-:S--=-..
1
__ tl:.::.a.t£Qf2f)1.LJ_St_~ ~ "£../. A ,_. ._t ,

L------r

{ Purpose for 1-vh1ch dtsclosurl! is bemg made:

L

Mtomey

/

-

LJJl(J(j t

±=_:_-~_----~~-----~-~=--=-

·------- - - - -

Other
, " I understand tt>at rny ~'xpr-es<;eci r oosent 1s reqwred to release any health rnre 1nf(Ymatxin relat1119 to test1<19, d1aqnos1s,

dnd/or treatment for HTY (AIDS vrns), 5exually transmitted diseases, psych1a1rrc drson:1ers/mental health, and/or drug and/or
/' alcohol US€. You are t1€reoy specifically auth:mzed to release all health care mformat1c1n relat111g to such testITTg, d!<lgnosis,
/

(
I

.k------------~

Q'~J~n!._ql'J!~Arnmer.1_~~<:0<_1_(1_lt!Q!:1S·--,,,~

/.. 5>!.!lnatur~ :)tr~!tll'.:'fl~ 0r

----------~-~ -----

f"'/4~ . --------

··---,----- ··----------,-

..

.

-------

··-·,-----········

1I
,

1

. --------...

I
----------------------------·-·--·--···fr~rl(Jers"r:inrJ
l!le)!Cdf
.
d!ll',OC 00 i1sdo~ w,thM •'rfitten :.Ul~ll. except a.s..f)fO'i/i.Jel.1 I/JI un.Jer (~<M
stat~ i;;;---~I
i T11is ,1wt'1,-:ri..:ath1 i> • .ilid far 90 ,Jays after u,e r1Jte srg~ and rs
to .1;,o,.,at1on by rne dt any trrne 1f prrvit1ed in
1
'(jf

!'£S!·'2- 'Jr
. _.. ,, .
Cl'~c.:c:::....::...:::. ..:._.,_:::~.:-...
.
,1,ciclr;,::.,,-1
()(1 tr'~'.°'-i1t_Jf/""J'1l~t~:.~
l under<,tan<.J l am not 1.-.qu;~ to ,rqn ::.is "¼uth•:tf,Zdt,co tn re-:ei,e i'lf'dlth or" ,:ir trcNment I '111.Je-rstariJ that, c:in<e
I
,nf,1rrn1t•c,n dis k 1',t"•-1 ,l<.1rsuant to this Avthor,n,ti<Jl'l, ,t ,s possible that It wlll 1--.., k,nqer be rxote--:rect b-, ,11:,pl,catle- ,,,..::eraf
/
niedi(itl rrtv.Ky laws ,md ,oiild be re.,:1,c~!osed
the r.~s;on o, agenct that r!:'<:.1"1vt.>s it, 111,v;ever, I J:,, ,,Jt ,1<.d1cn;e :,id1
1

L::'!.!...t1ng
!

'

S rA i E OF ID ..\HO.
Plamt1ff.

}

'10TJON TO PROCEED
I~ FOR.MA PAt:PERIS
AND SVPPORTING

)

AFFIDAVIT

}

\S.

,1:n:w N r1\t?tiL£ L--~J;\1 r\j~lN

)

Defendant

COMES NOW. the Defendant,Jf«.&N

ft. Toht\ 1Qr\

. in the above-entitled

matter and moves this Honorable Cuurt for an orJer of the Court tu proi:eed in form a p:.Iuperis

t1n

the grounds he/she is incarcerated anJ indigent pursuant to IJaho CoJe §J 1-3.::'..::'.0A. S:.iiJ \fotwn

is :;upporteJ by the following Affidavit offnability to Pay.
I

DATED this _Le.,_ day ,)f

\iU r!U\

ru PROCEED

1:,i

-11 .., /,i.

LJ..Dit.l!l},_tU , 20_Qj_.
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!

P.\1 PLRl'i \\D s;LPP(

OCt-307

I~; G . \FF lD. \ \ L \

r -I

\Hll>\\II fli l\c\1:1111\ !OP\\

:im unable to pay the costs of s:ud proceeding or gi\e secunty therefor; that I belie, e f am
l..'ntitld to relief

/t') (

·~<.-

The nature of my action is: -t-·-.-"..,,\pA_..,._,r:..,..;;,:;;_ _ _)_·:i_________________

---------------

··- -- ..

---

In further support of this Jrplication, f ..1nswer the follov,ing questions:
I.

I am presently employed.

Yes

J.

If the J.nswer is --yes'' my wages per month :.ire:

b.

If the answer is "No'' list last date of employment l11d salary:

...

----

' ~v I14'
$ (.,.,

/

4·,
t i

·.j

.,

$

I have recei,ed money from the follov,ing sources within the List 12 months:
business, profession or other self employment

•'fl

s \)
I'\

s ~-$

,.

.\ !< >I!ON [tJ f''.{Utl:ED fN FUR\L\ P. \I PERIS :\ND SL PPOR Tr?'-:<1 AF FIDA \'L\ f · 2
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I

o}
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s

6

sr/{"-

7

/

I

11\

8.

Afft:mt's Jcpendents ~ - - - - - - -

9.

.\ fli ant's J<bts

10.

:\ffiant's monthly expenses:

lL

Attached is a copy uf my inmate account rdleciing the ac!iYity of my account

f'1'4. ( 1;,Al_~ {;(} {) -'~ {~~ •
Covv1-~:f ,·:r 5-J oD.
1

er the period nf my incarceration

t)f

0

~--------------------

for the p:ist t\i.eh-e ( 12) months, \\ hicheYer is less. S.1iJ

c1·",·~.v !us heen cert1tieJ bv, the -::ustoJ1JI1 uf :-;.1id Jccounc.
;

Further, your .\ffimt states th.it I am unable top:-, the ccLrt co-sts.
DA fT D this

I

f)-I

cb •v

f

/I• '

r . '

f

.\

\!()flt)~~

ru

PR.UCL ED 1~: F(,i~\L\ i1 \L PERIS \.\,T) ",{ 'l'f'UR IT<G ,\FF!D:\ \.L\ f - 1

CERTIFJCATE OF SERVICE

[Q
maikd a true md correct copy

l)f

day of

~~C,.J{;A~" ~ R,,'\

•. ::

,f_;ci .r

the MOTIO~ TO PROCEED I~ FOR~L\ P.\L'PER!S .\.',;O

S{ ·pp()R rr,-..;G Afff D.·\ \TT via the US. mail system to:

\ '.<)

rn 11\;

!1)

i'R(

ELD f.\ H )R.\L\ P.\L PER1S ,\.\D SLPPC!R f!.\Ci .\FF!D.\ VIA

0Gv310

r - -+

2

ff

STA

S L\f E ( if !D \Hn. l'~ .\ ·~D

R r!!E(11L>~rYuF

UF IDAHO.
C..lSe
Plaintiff,

,10TIO'.\f FOR APPOl~T:\lE~T
OF COC'iSEL

\S.

)
)

Defrndant.

)

--r \

h

<-'I'

.

,

\,....L.1. , t' )Uf\. in rhe above ent1tlcJ mar1cr

\

)

and moves this Honorable Court to Defendant's ~fution for :\prointment of Counsel for the

reJSnns more fully set f"·rth herein and in the Affidavit in Support of ~k1tion for Appointment of
Counsel.

I.

Defendant is currently incarcerated within the !Jaho

[he issues ro be pn:sented in this case m.iy hecl•me to complex for the
:(}

\lOfI(

'FORAPPOC\l\!E~..:f<lF1·ur \Sl:L

Ot~0311

frn,1mt

CERTIFICATE OF SER\.lCE

l;

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the

maikd a true lnd correct ct)py of the .\tOTJON FOR APPONT~1ENT OF COU~SEL via the
U.S. mail system to:
"i

_(...::.-~Y..->:c...'.;:;.:>_~,. . . . .;;:[:.. .\-_,
_ __ County Prosecuting Attorney

(,

{.\

),:',.

J ' .) ' ~>ff/.
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l

I

( 1

'-,

1Y OF

STA fE OF lD.\l!O,

.\FFIDA VIT IN' Sl'PPORT
OF :\IOTIO!'l FOR
APPOINTMENT OF

\S.

COli~SEL
I ),_,r_.

STA

OF IDAHO

County of

(£._('_;,<':, i"!';~

l)),w tYY1t':£.t-...~J' fflY.!.:R[J.itkr

!lrst b.:rng duly sworn upon his. 'her oath. deposes

and says as follows:

\HID\'. i r 1:-~ ...,1 ·

1 :··:,
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•. , ,,: r

I
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!,,

hd;):;.: ·,:e :h1,

1

~ Jay of N.IT\f l.t\J\: ,t~. 20 C°l.

Lk.\ ~ \ G\J

f 1.Q\\_.;

'.."1•Liry Puhl1c for fdaho

C,ll11

:,:-1,111

'4---

expires: \
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.\ltom..:)s f..ir State
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IN Tl IE DISTRICT COL RT OF Tl IE F!FTI I JLDICL\L DIS !RIC r OF

8

n IE

STA rE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR rl!E COUNTY OF CASSIA

9

IO

Plaintiff,

ll
12
I3
14

15
16
17

18
19

:o
21

1.,

.:. .)

:..i I

Case No. CR-2008-0198-+*D

STAfE OF f DAJ IO,

VS.

DAWN MARCEi. JOHNSON,

OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S
.\IOTION TO RECONSIDER
SENTENCE

Del~nJant.

-------------COMES NO\\i Blaine P. Cannon. [kputy Prosecuting Attorney for Cassia Counly.
[Jaho, and on behalf of the State of !Jaho, objects to the JefcnJant's \fotion to RcconsiJ..:r
Si.:ntl:'ncc !ikJ pursuant to Idaho Criminal Ruic 35.
rhe Court is informed that Idaho Criminal Rule 35 rcaJs, in part as fc,llows:

";\fotinns lo correct or modifv senti.:m.:es unJcr this rule must he filcJ \\ithin 120
days of the -.'ntry of the j uJgmcnt imposing scntcm:c l)f order rckasing ri.:taincJ
iurisJiction and shall he considcn:J and Jch:nnineJ by thi.: court \\ nhout the
·admission of .:iJditional testimony ,mJ w11hout oral argument, unless othcn\isc
ordered by the court in ils discretion~ provi,kd. hom.:vcr !h.:tt no dcfrnJan1 may tile
more than 1.mc n10titm "cekmg a rcJuction of scnh:ncc undcr this Ruic.

\\ I IEREFORE. the: St,1h: rcqw.:sts this Cuurt tn Jcny rhc JcfrnJant's \lt>lwn

., -; j'
--

26 ·

-

...
_;

28

OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S ~tOTION TO RECONSIDER SENTENCE - I

_,,,.

CERTIFICATE OF \fAILl~G

b

7

f hcn:bv ccrtifv that ,m the \ \o dav of

;md correct copy of the forcg~ing OBJECilON to.he

8

manner noted:

9

Dawn Johnson, Inmate 1,92608
cro Dept of Corrections
l 45 l Foreroad

IO
ll

S-Cf-\~'+,c:'-",.,.l..U,.....-"'-'---

Pocatello. IJaho 83204
by depositing a copy thereof in the Cnited State's mail. postage prepaid. in an

12

i.::nvclope addn:ssed to said attorney at the foregoing address.

13

by hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney Jt the address above

14

15
16

17

indicated.
by tclccopying copies of the same to said attorney Jt his/her tclccopy number of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . and then by mailing copies of the same in the Cnitcd States \tail.
postage prepaid, at the Burley Post Office in Burley, Idaho.

by delivering a t·opy thereof to said attorney's mail tile or basket at the Cassia County
C\)Urthouse in Burlt:y. Idaho.
~

18

r-

tft{jj(/iltJ/ u)i

19

~"itnc P. Cannon
lkputy Prose(uting Attorney

20

21

23

, -l

~)

26

,,.,.1
_,
28

OBJECTfON

ro DEFENDANTS ~IOTION TO RECONSIDER SENTENCE - 2
Ot,03J. 7

fl: f s

I:\ THE l>ISTIUCT COl RT OF THE FIFTH ,Jl DIC\L DISTRHT OF

TIIE ST.\TE OF ID:\110, I:\ .\-"D FOR THE COl :\TY OF C\SSL\
SL\ IT ()f ID,\110.
C.\SE NO. CR 2()08-l 1>8-+

\ :-,,

[);rnn '.\I. John·mn.

ORD! R DFNYI:\(, DEFLND,\:\ 1.. S
\ !O r!UN lU RLCO\;S!Dl RSI :\Tl~\;CE

B.\Ch'.CROL'\D

( , 1unt

'- ,..· .J rs

,\ Jth

.111

lR-2008-1 •JlU

000.J18

DISC{ SSH)'\

fhl' court may --:um.'d

i!lcgal sc-ntt:ncl' at an: tiirn: ;mJ
nuy t.:PrTL',:t a SL'IIIL'nci..' that has hL'l'fl impo..;L•d in un ilk·gal
111:111111.::r "irliin tlw time- rru\ idi..:d h.:rl'in t'11r thL' rL'duc!i1m
t1f 'L'IHL'lll'L', I hl' L'1lllrt may n·Ju,:l.' u Sl'lltL'rH.:..: \\ itliin f 20
.lll

da: s -1fo:r thl' llling pf a 1udgrm.'nt

1)f cunvi-:tinn llr \\

ithin

I 20 days afrl.'r thL' L'tltrrt r-=kas-=s t'L'tainL·d juri~dicti,llt.
fhL' L'o1irt 111:1y also rc-dutt.' a :'il'lltl'ncc upon n.::\ t>ctlil,11
of prllh.ttiun 11r upon m11ri,i11 m:idl' \\ itliin ltiurki.'Il 11·+ l
d:1: s :llkr till' tili11g ,if thL' on.kr !\!\ ,iking prnh:1tiun.
\lt1ti1)JJ:s fl1 \.'ll!Ti..'1:t or 11wdilY 'il'llll'ncl's urllkr this ruk must
h-: tikd \\ itl1i11 l 20 d:1: s of th-: L'11try 11f thl' judg111c11t imposi11g
--c11tc11c-: ,ir 111\li.:r r..:k;1:,i11g !'L't:1i111?J jurisdiction .111J shall ht:
,J•r1siJL"rL'd ,111d 1.h.:tl'rn1111t.:d h) the uiurt \\ithout thL" :1dmhsi1lfl
of .1d,litit111:il t~~ti11111n: :inJ \\ itliout !lral drg_unJL·nt. unk-;.~
l1lhl.'n, i,L" urJ;:r-:d h: tilt: ..:1iurt in its drs..:rl'tion: r'ro,·i,kJ.
h,\\\L'\1..·r that no ddi:ndant 111;1y Iii-: nwrl' than llIH.' lll\ltiun
~L·L"king a rl.'du..:tio11 pf -;-:nr-:ncL" ur11..li:r this Hull.'.

Ol~DEH

,:/

/'

:

I vf~~/ ( ____
\!!UL\LL R. l R.\H I Rl i:

\OTI( E OF JUGIIT TO .\PPL\1./LE.\ VE TO .\PPE.\L I~ FOR'.\I\ P.\l PFRIS

[\\ll

.1-:

an i11di!:!1.'llt tu prnl.'.\.'-.'d \\ itlwut liability for i.:ourt custs and t'ci:s ,mJ thl.:' nght to hi.? rl.'rr~st'nkd h)

( hi!~).
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CERTIFICATF: OF MAILING
l hereby certify that on this 9'" day of December, 2009, I caused to be ser1ed a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

1,

2.

Blaine Cannon
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
1918 Overland Avenue
P 0, Box 7
Burley, ID 83318
Dawn Johnson # 92608
PWCC, Unit 2
1451 Fore Road
Pocatello, ID 83205

Tara Gunderson
Deputy Clerk

Certificate of Mailing

X

Courthouse Box

X

U.S. Mail

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA

State ofldaho,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.

Dawn Marcel Johnson,
Defendant/Appellant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Case No. 36932-2009
District Court Case No. CR 2008-1984 *D

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I, Dee V. Yeaman, Clerk of the District Court, of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Cassia, do hereby certify that the foregoing documents in the aboveentitled cause were compiled under my direction and are true and correct copies of the pleadings,
documents and papers designated to be included under Rule 28, Notice of Appeal and the entire
reporter's transcript of the Sentencing Hearing.
I do further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause and
confidential exhibits will be lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the Seal of said Court on

Dee V. Yeaman
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA

Stare of Idaho,
Plaintiff /Respondent

Vs.

)
)

District Court No. CR 2008-1984

)
)

Supreme Court Drn.:ket No. 36932-2009

)

)
Dawn Marcel Johnson,

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

)
)

Defendant /Appellant

)

I, Larry A. l'vf ickelsen, Clerk of the District Court of the Fif1h Judicial District of the State
of Idaho, in and for the County of Cassia, do hereby certify that the following is a list of exhibits
that have been lodged with the Supreme Court.
I

!

EXHIBIT NO.

DESCRIPTION

!

I
1

DATE FILED

I

Defer~e Exhibit A

i 03/0312009

Book of Photographs

I

I

I Defense Exhibit B
I
State's Exhibits

101,102,103,104.
105, 106, & 112
State's Exhibit 114

i'

I 0J/03/2009

· Photographs

I
I

I

Rubber Balloon and green strapping (not includedj

'

I

I 0310312009

Diagram

I

I 0310312009

I

I

I

I

03/03/2009
Clear plastic eYidence bag containing shot glass.
empty box of syringes, cotton swab, receipt from Kmart, Q-tip, sdssors. hair tie and other various items
, found in the car. (not included)
~~-----~-State's Exhibit 113 Photograph
/ 0303/:2009
State·s Exhibit 115

I

l State's Exhibit 116
I

·--;,--

A Clear plastic evhlencc bag containing a small
plastic bag (not included)

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

j
!

i

0103/2009

---L-

I

State's Exhibit 117

A clear plastic evidence bag containing brightly
colored balloons that were in the sandv.il:h bag
1 (not included)
State's Exhibit I [8 / Sealed .. Evidence" envdope from Idaho State Pl'lice
, Forensic Services
State's Exhibit 1:::w Lab report Re: Balloons

OJ 03/2009

0303121)09
OJU3i2009

State's Exhibit 122

Lab report Re: Balloons and baggie that contained
the white powder substance
Lab report Re: Baggie

()Jl()J/2009

State's Exhibit 123

Lab report

03.'03/2009

State's Exhibit 124

Lab Report

03/03/2009

State's Exhibit 121

UYOJ/2009

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the Seal of Said Court

Dee V. Yeaman
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
By:

l;:::t~:;1'1 J J} ~:2Jl/i 1) :A o
Kris Zan~ne, 0e1)uty Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

I

I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/ Respondent,

vs.
DAWN MARCEL JOHNSON,
Defendant/ Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 36932-2009
District Court Case No. CR 2008-l 984*D

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

I, Dee V. Yeaman, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Cassia, do hereby certify that the following is a list of exhibits that
have been lodged with the Supreme Court.

Confidential Exhibits:

Pre-Sentence Report

n~ WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the Seal of Said Court
2010.

Dee V. Yeaman
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By:

rfv

~

~."

Kris Zanone, Qepnty Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/ Respondent,

vs.
DAWN MARCEL JOHNSON,
Defendant / Appellant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Case No. 36932-2009
District Court Case No. CR 2008-1984*D

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Kris Zanone, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Cassia, do hereby certify that I have personally served or
mailed, by

United States mail,_ hand delivery, one copy of the Clerk's Record and Court

Reporter's Transcript to the following Attorney's in this cause as follows:

Lawrence Wasden
Attention: Appellate Unit
700 West Jefferson Street
Boise Idaho 83720-0010

Molly Huskey
State Appellate Public Defender
3647 Lake Harbor Lane
Boise Idaho 83 703

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand the affixed seal of the said Court
this~- day

- - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - ' 2010.
Dee V. Yeaman, Clerk of the Court

Kris\ Zanon~_z,0eputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE- 1

